EMPLOYMENT TRIBUNAL – BRIAN A LITTLE v MAGELLAN AEROSPACE AND OTHERS
WEEK 21 – 25 JANUARY 2008
Mon 21 Jan 08 – start at 1115 hrs
BL
WITNESS
AL
CHAIR
Jo-Ann Ball
31600 Derry Road East
That‟s my professional address
Go to p572, Vol 2. Refers to ID of
BL‟s employer. Can you confirm
to Tribunal which company
acquired Mayflower?
Magellan Aero UK Ltd – offered
employment to BL
Magellan UK acquired
Mayflower?
Yes
Move to doc – no need to look it
up – do you recollect a tel conf
with SS, Mr Neill, MW, JB and
others on 21 Aug 06? Remember
if JD involved? Did you take
notes?
Yes
Good – Doc 2054, vol 5 – look at
date in top right hand corner.
Anything to say about that?
Sun 20 Aug – the notes were
written on 21st. It was my first day
back from 2 week vacation –
guess still in vac mode – not
acclimatised re date. I made the
notes during the actual discussion.
Are they an actual record of
matters discussed – not
necessarily verbatim?

1

BL

WITNESS
Wait – go to 2056, they‟re the
actual notes of telecom but can
see various point forms. Actual
notes 2055?

AL

CHAIR

How long after did you make the
notes?
That day.
Go to p2373 – email to Murray
Edwards, lower email of 2373,
part of last para. It talks about the
route Magellan decided to take re
BL‟s termination and refers to
taking moral high ground. Why?
Felt that someone with BL‟s
professional standing to be mired
down in an investigation for Gross
Misconduct and all employees to
testify against their boss is not
best way to conduct business. We
were allowing BL dignity because
the relationship was destroyed.
You mean following the
misconduct route would not
be treating him with dignity?
Yes. It‟d get very, very messy with
someone at his level within the
corp.
Move to meeting on 18 Sep 06
with BL at airport hotel. Look at
2383-2385. Explain what these
are.
My notes written at airport meeting
as people spoke. They continue
on. Some notes BL asked me to
take.
2

BL

WITNESS

AL
As you rightly say they do
continue. 2385 – 2389. In terms
of notes, when made?

CHAIR

The hand written? As events
happened right at the time.
We need to look at them to
see if there‟s anything we
can‟t read. Perhaps JB
should read them out.
(Reads out hand written notes).
What do you mean re Bill
Dimma then record
relationship?
Does Bill Dimma know what‟s
going on?
Re termination?
Yes.
Recorded relationship again.
What was that about?
Termination was relationship
issues. What‟s not said here is
that Rich has left. I don‟t really
speak until after RN has left. Brian
not accept fact that he‟s been
terminated. Wouldn‟t take
envelope with letter in. He insisted
on calling Murray Edwards. BL
saying he‟s saving this company. I
say you‟re so omnipotent.
What did you mean?
It was a sarcastic comment like
he‟s the only one who could save
the company. BL asked 12 things
done in UK. I said no I can‟t.
Scribbled something out that I
didn‟t quite catch.
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BL

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR
Joyce Studdard?

BL offered to buy off.
Looking after shareholder
value?
Response to BL offering to buy
company. Because refused to
sell. I wasn‟t willing to spend
company money. I don‟t know
why BL said he was looking after
the shareholder value. I clarified
that we‟d pay for the flights, which
we did. We didn‟t want BL talking
to Magellan people and cancelled
his computer connectivity.
Next document, 2390, explains in
relation to the last document.
It was typed up the next day.
How long were you with BL
at the hotel?
We met at 3.30pm. Takes 5-7
mins to walk to the hotel and I was
back in the office around 5.30pm.
It takes about 10mins drive to the
airport from the office so about
1hr-1.5hrs.
Move now to the last doc in this
set, 2483. Briefly outline what
this concerns.
This is the final minutes of the
airport meeting. They were faxed
to BL. Can‟t remember voicemail
or fax but he made some revisions
from his recollection and we
incorporated them into the notes.
Did you accept his version?
Yes
4

BL

WITNESS

AL
Stay in the post termination
period and move back a few
pages to 2467. Again this doc not
seen. Do you recall receiving that
email?

Yes. Mary sent me this email. I
also spoke with her that day. She
said that Haydn said BL can work
in a consultancy role, well he didn‟t
say with Magellan.
What was your view?
Murray Edwards emphatically
denied that he‟d offered BL a
consultancy.
We know BL raised matters with
Dimma about Audit matters, go to
2490. Top email from Mr Neill, Mr
Reid and Dekker – last couple of
lines, tell Tribunal what
Magellan‟s attitude or approach
was re assisting or not, BL in
terms of the provision of docs that
he wanted Dimma to see.
We did not want BL to have
access to servers but suggested
he open a hotmail account that
we‟d pay for.
Refresh your memory re para 4 of
your supplementary statement.
Have a look first at 2485 and
explain what it is and what BL had
sight of.

5

CHAIR

BL

WITNESS
In discussion between me, Mr Neill
and BL – 80 word announcement
to be used in press as a place to
start. It was faxed to BL but
there‟s a telephone conversation.

AL

CHAIR

Indeed. Move to 2492a
It‟s not here.
Who‟s got it?
It‟s filed between 2481 and
2482. There‟s a conference
call on Sep 20th.
Manuscript.
Possibly get copies? I haven‟t got
20th, the witness and the Tribunal
don‟t have…..
Take 10mins to sort out
copies. Back at 12.10pm.
Tribunal resumes – 12.10pm
There‟s a manuscript note on
right hand side, written by BL.
He‟s looked at it and is happy that
we go ahead. Best if doc goes in
2492a through to whatever.
Photocopy I‟ve been handed
is folded.
That‟s only to draw attention to
the handwritten bit by BL.
JB, tell the Tribunal what this doc
is.
It‟s notes made from a tel call
RN/BL. BL in Calgary he said he‟d
discuss with Larry Moulter –
business partner – BL‟s words “not
normal employee – I need email
access”. (JB explained notes).
6

BL

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR
What is meant by “leave
everything as normal”?

Let him work. He‟s supposed to
work 162 days. He said he‟d
worked 1/12 each month so pay
him until the end of the year. I
Presume he meant not to
terminate him but you‟d have to
ask him.
I‟m slightly lost.
2492b – bottom of the page.
BL wouldn‟t tell RN who he‟d been
in contact with. There‟s a line
across – two dots and another line.
That‟s where……..
Did BL want copies of the
notes from the airport?
Yes. Bill Davies – chair of HR
committee.
Are you saying the broken
line is where the call ended?
Yes.
Was the call conducted in a
civil atmosphere or was it
difficult or heated?
No. The tone was fairly businesslike. Not congenial but businesslike. For instance – we‟d won an
IT award and he wanted to go.
We didn‟t stop him representing
Magellan.
Next day – 2492d. Is it legible to
the Tribunal?
Perhaps JB can help.
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BL

WITNESS
Taking part – JB, BL, RN. First
part – issue RN contract
agreement. BL was supposed to
return property.

AL

CHAIR

Towards bottom of page?
JB read through 17 docs – tell me
and we‟ll get them together. Lyle
Rodgers, Paul Reid. One of IT
residents to speak re isolating the
server.
Go back to 2492 – 80+ words at
2485. What was BL‟s response
to the suggested re-draft?
Not recorded. Seemed to me he
made some suggestions.
Go back to 2485.
Record at 2492e.
I think it was “give me email
access”. Refers to contacting Bill
Dimma.
Back to 2485. Do you recollect
was BL willing to agree to that or
not?
Nothing more was heard back re
alternative wording.
Back to 2478 original external
announcement. Why was it
important to Magellan to make the
announcement? What were the
circumstances?
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BL

WITNESS
It was put out fairly quickly as we
were getting calls from employees,
suppliers, customers asking
“what‟s the story?” Either Mr Gray
or Vandersteen contacted us as
they‟d been speaking with BL and
had a different story. They wanted
to know was he an employee or
not. We thought it prudent to put it
out. We left voicemails.

AL

CHAIR

From whom is the different story
coming?
Assume it was BL. Sorry, I
shouldn‟t say that. In an email
from Vandersteen saying he‟s
getting a different story. There
was concern because BL was
calling employees looking for info.
Page number?
Have one in crossexamination – 2393.
Thank you very much.
Indeed – confirm your
understanding?
Yes.
Magellan‟s understanding. Look
at 2372 and read it to yourself.
What did Magellan understand re
date of termination?
September 18th.
Move to 2482 in context of earlier
doc we saw. What was the point
of 2482?
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BL

WITNESS
BL required info how to contact Mr
Dimma. We sent the fax so he‟d
have the info.

AL

CHAIR

Last doc – vol 7. We know from
your witness statement you had
some involvement re the issue on
bonus payments. Sorry Tribunal,
vol 8, 3006. We know BL was
keen to get the engineer bonuses.
This is the exit interview for Phil A
Underwood (distinguished from
PU). 3008 of interview, final para
headed Bonus. Read to yourself.
What „s your understanding in
terms of what BL indicating to
engineers as to their bonus?
My interpretation is that BL spoke
to the engineers and…......
Before we carry on. You‟ve
asked the witness to look at
the document. It is an
additional question as to her
understanding. She won‟t
have seen this document
until the litigation. It doesn‟t
take us much further.
Sorry. Very well. Move on. In
your witness statement you claim
not to have seen the whistleblowing email until after 18 Sep.
When do you recall you first knew
about the email?
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BL

WITNESS
Either Wed or Fri of that week. I
remember going to Mr Dekker‟s
office when I saw it and asked him
if he‟d seen it. He said no.

AL

20th or 22nd?
Yes.
Look at BL‟s statement. It relates
to the matter of bonuses in fact.
This para is para 267 only alleged
protected disclosure made to you.
Tell the Tribunal of your view re
bonus issue?
Sorry, what?
BL set out what he alleges he
said. What‟s your recollection?
BL was arguing very hard for
bonuses. They‟re discretionary,
clearly stated in some contracts.
Other employees have no bonus.
Magellan always treated all
employees as one company.
Those in the MIC programme got
no bonus because not all made it.
We were using the same logic in
2006 as 2005 & 2004. BL had
brought it to our attention that
these people had discretionary
bonuses. We felt it wasn‟t good as
it was divisive. We were struggling
financially and it would create and
us and them division in MALUK.
Do you recollect BL using the
word “capricious”?
No He never used it to me. He
felt we were being unfair.
11

CHAIR

BL

WITNESS

AL
He suggested it was more than
unfair, breach of duty, how?

CHAIR

At one point in time he said we‟d
be in breach of contract for not
paying the bonuses. He sent me
over copies of the employment
contracts
He sent them to you?
Yes.
What was Magellan‟s view?
That it was discretionary. I talked
to Mr Underwood, Walker and
Smith as part of my due diligence.
We all felt it was a divisive step to
create haves/have not‟s as other
people had.
That completes my questions.
Time is 12.50. Start back at
2pm. Before we break I
haven‟t looked at the notes
of the last day of the last
Hearing. BL was to prepare
a supplementary statement,
have you?
Yes. I was advised by the
doctor to take four weeks
off. I‟m working on it and
have created a list of docs I
need to support it. It will
deal with what‟s here and
the latest mitigation
situation.
You‟ve prepared a witness
statement to deal with all of
these?
12

BL
Yes. It‟s in skeleton so far
and not ready for discussion
yet.

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR

With respect, I obviously fully
appreciate BL‟s conducting the
litigation himself and it‟s
appropriate to make allowances
but it sounds like a very long
supplementary statement after
our witness is giving evidence
and certainly this week we hope
to get through all witnesses
except the video.
In relation to the additional
witness statement, the
reason is to assist the
Tribunal and the Respondent
in answering the additional
allegations made as seen.
As I suspect all matters
featured in the statement will
either have been put or will
be. If not they will carry less
significant weight. I don‟t
think it essential to produce it
this week. Your witness will
have a chance. BL still holds
you to disclosure, when do
you intend?
Two weeks before the next
tranche.
That‟s sufficient.

13

BL
Document summary asking
what and why.
Unfortunately I can‟t cross
examine as I‟m unable to
get some of the documents.

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR

The docs you seek for
disclosure, do you require
them to complete cross
exam of this witness?
Yes.
Let‟s take this in stages.
First you have a summary of
docs setting out what you
want to see?
Yes.
We haven‟t seen this.
Your solicitor has. Wed of
last week.
I‟m obviously mindful you are
representing yourself. We
can discuss at 2pm things as
a matter of principle. When
you make an application for
an order you need to give
sufficient time. I‟m not
suggesting Wed of last week
is not sufficient but AL needs
time to see the document.
We‟ll take an extended lunch
to 2.30pm to allow us to
digest this doc.
Resumed at 3.25pm
What‟s the position re
Application for Disclosure?
14

BL

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR

In what sense?
Handed summary 15 Jan
under covering letter. It‟s
received late AM 16 Jan. It
makes no ref to Application
for Disclosure.
I‟ve copies if you want to
give them to the Tribunal.
Thank you very much.
I‟ve three points to make. 1. The
grammar of the letter. BL seeks
in stage of the supporting docs.
2. There‟s no suggestion that
these are germane to the
hearing.. 3. There‟s no reference
of urgency or to connection of
seeking disclosure. I have in my
hand a lengthy list of which was
received on Wed morning.
Witnesses all at this time in
Canada (they came to UK at the
weekend). Only rightly
understand this is not urgent, not
germane, not disclosure. It‟s
apparent on the face of it on a
relative cursory perusal it is
certainly not relevant to witnesses
or relevant at all to BL‟s
supplementary statement. If it is
perceived as an Application our
submission would be that these
docs cannot be ordered to be
disclosed and are plainly not
necessary for fair disposal of this
hearing which is an essential
criterion.
15

BL

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR
I note AL‟s issue of
overriding objection. I‟ve
never known a case develop
in this way. We‟re now up to
20 lever arch files and this is
an extraordinary exercise.
There‟s an enormous
amount of disclosure and
extraordinary minutia as to
what is being sought. It can‟t
meet the criteria of what
merits disclosure but I‟m
happy to go through the list
and be fair to BL. There are
we believe three that we are
content to pursue in the
sense that we are taking
instruction as to if they exist
and time to get them. 68 –
no such doc exists re
discretionary bonus scheme.
87 – this is a request made
when matters go back over
Jun 04. It relates to people
who left employment and
details thereof. This
obviously will take time to
piece together, Can‟t be
done now but can be
checked. 63. Haven‟t
spoken to JB. It might be
specific to ask her if it exists.
Are there any?

I don‟t think so.
She doesn‟t think so and
that‟s how that stands.
16

BL

WITNESS

AL
The list of docs at the final section
– there‟s no suggestion they‟re
necessary at all for this hearing.
Secondly, if any fine tune detailed
response is thought necessary
then we can see the level of detail
required would take considerable
time.

CHAIR

I don‟t see.
It would take time to make
enquiries.
OK
They‟re not necessary as we say,
that if we look at the requirements
it reveals a number of common
features. It is not in my view
necessary for cross exam of JB,
Mr Dekker or Mr Butyniec. It is so
over detailed for what this case is
about. The essence is was BL
punished for whistle-blowing or
for his treatment of colleagues?
The requests are not necessary
for fair disposal eg – 64/65 – that
sets the style of all these
requests. To be honest we‟ve
been here before. It is not
necessary for his supplementary
statement, cross exam or fairness
of hearing. Many vaguely defined
eg 74 – size.and so it goes on.
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BL

WITNESS

AL

18

CHAIR
I see what you say. Mr Little,
it occurs to me that if you‟re
saying you require this doc
to cross examine, one would
expect this application to
have been made before
today. If you are in effect
saying you need this to
prepare for cross exam – I‟ll
discuss this with my
colleagues. Unless you can
persuade us shortly it is
needed for cross exam – you
may well be minded to get
on with it and cross exam
today. However, the letter
that you sent to the
Respondents last week is
not that you require for cross
exam but you need for
preparation of witness
statement. It may be that
some of this doc is
necessary for that purpose.
If it is then I‟m afraid that it is
not appropriate for us to
embark on a ruling on
relevance at this juncture.
You need to make an
application to us in writing
and it needs to list the docs
outstanding. There appears
to be almost 40 – and when
you do that, set out why you
say it is relevant.

BL

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR
That can be made this week.
Probably at the end of this
week. For you to proceed I
expect you by Wed lunch to
have a list of docs you say
are truly relevant with a list of
why. Then we will have to
have a hearing and make an
informed decision. The docs
you say are necessary to
cross exam JB you need to
say now why.

We hear JB say there is no
record. 63 – there is no doc
so strike it out. If we could
go back historically it would
assist with dealing with the
40 allegations within
witness statement. I‟m
trying to keep them to an
absolute minimum.
I hear what you say but it
may be that these docs are
required by you to prepare
your witness statement and
we‟ll hear later this week.
We need to make progress
in this hearing. Why I‟m so
concerned at this point is if
they‟re so important you
should have applied some
time ago.

19

BL
64/64 – supportive of
discussion. May judge at
the end. 66 – relevant
specifically to remark re
constructive dismissal in
mins of Aug 20th meeting.
71 – Bullying/intimidation
policy late 2005 in Magellan
UK. 87 – Will take a while
to produce.

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR

We‟ll see what JB has to say
then. She makes a
comment that many other
engineers left to pursue
other opportunities. Rarely
is the motive as simple as
money.
I can show linkages from
2004. Looking for a list of
names of people who
resigned and reasons why.
Hopefully it will demonstrate
the reasons why in 2004/05
very few people were
leaving.
What do you want to suggest
to JB?
That the reasons people
working as sub-contractors
was largely monetary.
She says unhappiness.
If that‟s so then why are not
more people leaving?
That‟s part of my cross
exam.
20

BL

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR
So you dispute anything you
did made employers leave?

Completely.
88 – strike out. 89 –
relevant to para 24.
I can‟t see the linkage
between 89 and para 24.
Assuming it reads plural.
There was only one I‟m
aware of.
From what you‟ve told us
now – 87 & 89 for JB?
87 is not a show stopper. It
depends on what she says
here. 89 – only need to
know if Keith…
Re sub-contractors – not
employees but more significantly,
comments by JB, para 18 of her
statement are simply commonsense based on 25yrs experience
in HR. People don‟t just leave
jobs for money. In our
submission it is wholly
disproportionately high to request
disclosure going back years in
terms of engineers leaving –
having to track down large
numbers of docs. It‟s a timeconsuming exercise and with the
greatest respect, it was a
common-sense remark. It cannot
be necessary to seek disclosure
for reasons engineers leave 2004
– 2006 for 2.5 years.
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BL

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR
We‟d have to go into
personnel files. Are we
allowed to without their
permission?

It would be very odd and for
engineers to find out their
personal info is being inspected is
cause for concern. It is looking at
personal info. Re 89 – para 24 of
JB‟s statement relates to a
specific conversation about a
specific employee about a bonus.
It looks like a common factor
when in fact it only appears
to relate to one.
That can be brought out in cross
exam.
Yes. BL can bring that out.
We say 87 & 89 are not
appropriate for disclosure and
that‟s what we‟d like this Tribunal
to decide.
Do you have anything to say
BL? What do you want us to
do?
Pursue the engineer files.
I‟ve tried to say that half of
this might go away during
cross exam.
So you‟re not making an
application at this point?
No. I‟ll pursue 87 at the end
of the week for JB.
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BL

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR
OK BL. I order you to, by
Wed lunch, serve on the
Respondent a list of docs
required from the
Respondent and in relation
to each and every one,
identify the relevance of the
doc to the issues in this
case. I envisage hearing the
Application Friday morning if
it is going to be made.

Can we look at this doc –
18 Oct. It‟s particularly
relevant to cross exam Mr
Dekker.
I‟ve not had a chance to go
through it yet.
Mr Lynch has only seen the
document today. It might be
an oversight.
It‟s not very legible.
That‟s just a matter of
housekeeping which can be
resolved during this Tribunal.
Now – make progress with
JB.
JB please return to the witness
seat.
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BL

WITNESS

AL

Please turn to JB‟s witness
statement and
supplementary. Refer to
para 81 on p18. Re the
announcement in relation to
Toronto stock exchange.
I don‟t begin to be a securities
expert. The Toronto stock
exchange requires us to post
announcements.
So BL had three roles –
Director in UK, Functional
responsibility for UK and an
officer in the company?
Yes.
Go to Vol 6 – 2402. When
did you draft the
announcement? Mon eve
or Tue morn? Before the
staff meeting?
Not drafted on Sep 18th –
sometime after. I can‟t remember.
24

CHAIR
Mr Little, we‟re very
conscious that you now
litigate in person. We‟ll do
our utmost to keep you on
track and ensure you‟re able
to put your case as you
would like. This exercise is
about asking questions and
can end up making long
statements. If it does occur
we‟ll pull you up and try and
break it down into bite sized
chunks.

BL
Did Mr Edwards make any
amendments?

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR

Can‟t remember but he did see
and sign it.
Did BL see it before it was
circulated?
No. It‟s not normal protocol to
show a former employee.
2401 – Email from
procurement manager in
UK to suppliers, Mr
Shorrock, with
announcement attached.
Timed at 16.20hrs on 19th
Sep – Calgary time 9.20am.
Are you familiar with the time
difference. UK time?
Based in UK so assume UK time.
5hrs in Toronto time difference.
Step back to 2396 – email
to Mr Shorrock timed
10.17hrs Toronto time
authorising him to send
subs doc out – agree?
Yes. That‟s what it says.
2403-2405. Look
specifically at 2405 pt 34.
See the management
change announcement
made recorded in staff
meeting. That meeting was
10 o‟clock Calgary time. BL
was not at that meeting so
the minutes are incorrect
showing him present.
Yes.
25

BL
BL was in Calgary at that
time in the lobby seeing Mr
Edwards for a few minutes.

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR

Can you confirm?
I knew BL was in Calgary. Mr
Edwards did say he‟d run into BL.
So you knew?
Yes.
2402 – None of the
announcements deal with
senior officers responsible
for the corporation. No
announcement to
customers/suppliers.
Go to the statement. We‟d have
made an announcement in any
event. We were getting feedback
from the company so we had to
respond and put it out
expeditiously to clear up any
confusion. Would have had to
make it in any event. This was not
to do that. It was to send to
suppliers, customers and
employees.
UK only?
What?

The doc was for his position
in the UK company?

Yes.
2603 – Vol 7. Upper email
first. To you, Mr Butyniec
and Mr Dekker. Do you
remember seeing it?
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BL

WITNESS
Can‟t say. I was responsible for
BL‟s leaving. People were
forwarding all docs to me. Can‟t
say I read every single piece.

AL

Ok. Start with email 2604 –
rejection from home
address to Rachel Garvey.
See. It shows going to…
About that. BL is asking for
the message to be sent on
to Rachel.
Yes.
Some concern re BL‟s
conduct and perception of
others. Blocking emails
Emphatically no to blocking
emails. I remember saying
freedom of speech is a basic right.
2530 – email on 7 Oct 06
from Mr Smith to Mr Dekker
asking the question re
blocking.
That‟s correct.
In 2530 what was BL doing
in business terms?
He wanted confirmation that ….BL
was thanking for full funds transfer
and referring to workload
treatments. There was confusion
as to was he an employee or not.
Is there anything in
evidence, has BL done
anything that was not in the
interest of the business?
27

CHAIR

BL

WITNESS
No body is saying that.
Employees wanted confirmation.

AL

CHAIR

Not doing anything still as a
director in UK?
I never made that allegation.
nd

Turn to 2603, 2 para. The
docs issues that appear
getting cash. Commercial
issues resolved in UK?
You were still acting for Magellan.
You‟re missing the point. No
one is saying you did
anything to harm the
company but that you were
still acting as Magellan
business when you shouldn‟t
have been.
Yes but I was still a UK
director. Email 2605.
response from RN to BL
which you obviously saw.
Yes.
That I suspect lead to
2607/2608 from JB?
Yes.
And the attachment?
Yes.
Do you recall the
differences between 16 Sep
letter and 19 Oct?
No.
2609 – Did you take any
legal advice re UK?
No. It was a conscious decision
between Mr Neill and Me.
28

BL
What was BL‟s view?

WITNESS

AL

No idea.
2594-2596. This 2607 letter
just referred to, final letter
that Mr Edwards edited.
Was that normal?
Yes he likes to edit letters.
Refer to the first paragraph.
You‟ve indicated no
allegations and he‟s struck
out?
Yes he did strike out.
He also struck out “actions
to remove you as a
director”?
Yes.
2568 – appears to be doc
assessment of that
investigation. Work from
the bottom. You asked re
12 audit points
Yes
Mr Dekker responds. Did
you talk to Mr Dekker or
Smith re the points at
different times?
I had many conversations with
them over this.
You‟ve asked specific
questions. Do you
remember?
I didn‟t know what the 12 points
were.
SS responds re Canada.
When was Mr Smith in
Canada?
29

CHAIR

BL

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR

Can‟t recall.
It must be after 18th Sep.
There was a strategic plan
meeting that week.
Yes.
Could Mr Smith be there?
Can‟t remember.
Vol 6 2483. I‟ll give you a
minute to refresh your
memory. These are the
notes record after Mr Neill
seen but before the
comments on 21st. Part of
four page fax. That
morning, 11.35am.
Yeah. I said earlier these are the
ones that BL revised. That we
sent you.
This is the original.
So they‟re not revised?
No.
That‟s right.
What page completed on?
I‟m getting there but go to
2495. Earlier you said you
were not sure if it was
voicemail or fax. It was a
voicemail of about 5/6 mins.
“But only items found not
Magellan confidential.
Don‟t come back. We‟ll
parcel everything up”. So
people went through BL‟s
belongings?
Yes.
30

BL
Sun eve. Don‟t see any
amended notes you
responded, 2516, to my
home email 25 Sep
remember?

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR

Yes.
Notes attached are
2517/18. Obviously the
amendments incorporated
between those docs would
be those BL left on voice
mail?
Yes.
Could you point them out?
That‟s not a good question.
Read out the only three line
amendment. First doc is
identical apart from those
three lines?
Yes. Ok.
Your evidence is that this
type of comment would be
added?
BL asked us to raise it and we did.
Is this the only amendment?
I can‟t remember exactly all.
Was it sent back to the
Claimant?
Yes.
Go back to 2383. Show us
where that specific
comment is recorded re
quarterly certs and Mr
Dimma.
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BL

WITNESS
I never professed that everything
said is here. The comment BL
asked us to put in, when it was
reviewed it was found logical but I
didn‟t catch everything verbatim.

AL

CHAIR

What is the point of the
quarterly cert?
Not a very good question.
Acknowledge that you‟re not
acting in detriment to your
position they‟re not denying.
I think they‟ll say they
inserted something that was
never said.
I see. You‟re saying they
inserted something that you
never said? 2517 – where
you see the alteration, JB
says it was amended to
reflect what BL says but he
never said it.
Then I can‟t answer the question.
The voicemail left, is there
any copy?
Doc 2424 is the email that
was never sent but what
was typed in the email , BL
read into the voicemail
during the course of Wed.
Two issues – what‟s
missing – Toronto mins and
BL‟s draught of the 80-100
word doc.
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BL

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR
I understand. Miss Ball did
you listen personally to the
voicemail?

Yes.
Now read 2424 to jog your
memory.
The two or three legal things in the
UK were in my hand written notes.
I never remember RN saying 5-6
legal points.
BL says he left a voicemail
that you listened to where he
trotted out all the points.
Were they in the voicemail or
not?
I don‟t remember it being this
detailed.
Did you put in amendments
that BL did not ask for?
I don‟t recall all these things.
Did you put them in or not?
My memory is that this is
something that he asked us to put
in.
Why?
She can‟t answer that
question.
BL asked for a copy of the
written notes. You wouldn‟t
provide them. For what
reason?
They were my notes. I didn‟t want
to share them at that point.
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BL
2424 – remember you were
asked what legal advice
was taken?

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR

Yes.
Service contract – absolute
discretion – were they the
precise words used?
I can‟t recall.
Sorry, I didn‟t pick up absolute
discretion.
Two thirds down of 2424.
Vol 7, 2520. email of 25
Sep from BL to JB re
alterations and additions.
Do you recall receiving it?
Yes.
Mr Dimma had 2424 as part
of the dossier?
Yes.
I don‟t understand.
2424 provided to Mr
Dimma. Does JB accept?
Yes but I didn‟t see Mr Dimma until
after.
Why did you not consider
UK legal advice at that
juncture?
It was discussed openly with RN.
He said it was an employment
contract and didn‟t see the need
for the expense. I was discussing
it with him and said we should. He
said not but he‟s my boss.
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BL
Absolute discretion – words
to that effect. In what
context?

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR

That‟s not my understanding
so do clarify.
You had no say in the
matter?
Yes. Mayflower has the right to
employ people who it wants. When
the employee relationship has
broken down it has the right to
sever the contract.
Do you think BL was trying
to help?
I can‟t answer questions as to
what people are thinking.
Did you think BL was trying
to be helpful to the company
rather than to himself?
BL always has ulterior motives.
He had to win. He couldn‟t fail
that‟s why he‟d always bring out
his psychometric profile – “read
that. I‟m here to help”!
Do you remember in your
written notes about ranting.
2390 – “more of BL ranting.
Not in your written notes.
What do you mean?
BL trying to get others to hear his
point of view by repeating over and
over.
Would he repeat it in the
same way or in a different
way?
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BL

WITNESS
A different way; different language.
My experience of BL is there is
only one point of view – his. He‟d
keep going until he wore you
down.

AL

CHAIR

Your comment that he was
omnipotent. What did you
mean by that?
I was being sarcastic. “I‟m the
hero, I‟m trying to save the
company”. It was a constant
theme that he had. It was an
indiscretion on my part. I shouldn‟t
have said it. I knew it would come
back to bite me.
That was your perception?
Yes.
RN – he was also being
sarcastic. Do you think it
appropriate given BL‟s
concerns?
The witness said she
shouldn‟t have said it.
When he said two or three
legal acts was it not an
immediate concern to you?
If it was two or three in the UK
then I guess I am somewhat
prejudiced. BL at this point had no
credibility with me. He‟d say
anything to get his point across. It
didn‟t register with me. I‟ve
worked for Mr Neill for 15 yrs he‟d
not do anything illegal I‟d stake my
life on that.
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BL

WITNESS
If illegal things are done in the UK
that were criminal acts Mr Neill
would never have been aware.
That‟s why we have the quarterly
certs. I sign them. I‟m a signatory.
BL is also a signatory. I didn‟t
know of any illegal things.

AL

Didn‟t you think to stop?
My training is in HR. I was told at
the termination interview not to get
into a debate. It‟s a slippery slope
to get into discussions as to “why
you shouldn‟t let me go”. RN and
me agreed not to get into this as it
was not an appropriate time. If BL
had illegal things re governance it
was better raised with Mr Edwards
and Mr Dimma. Mr Dimma made
opportunities for this - mid Aug
meeting with BL, Dimma and
Edwards. If it was such a burning
issue it should have been raised
then.
I‟ll get to that in due course.
You obviously chose to
ignore the advice of Mary
Walker – she said to
suspend and it was a
conscious decision not to.
Explain again to the
Tribunal why.
Mr Neill was under pressure for
some time re the working
relationship between BL. He was
a very difficult individual to work
with.
37

CHAIR

BL

WITNESS
He claims always to have the
business as his first interest but it
is not always Magellan‟s first
interest. We felt the relationship
had irretrievably broken down. We
felt the memo to SS was the straw
that broke the camel‟s back. We
no longer wanted to work with this
individual. RN believes he can
coach the best out of people. He
told me on several occasions he
tried to take BL to one side to
counsel him in a fatherly way to no
avail. He felt again, told me, he
saw it as gross misconduct and he
was somewhat backed into a
corner.

AL

CHAIR

So the facts are what BL felt
he was dealing with in the
UK were not considered?
It was all being considered but
BL‟s view was different to
everyone elses.
Suspension – you decided
not to follow statutory
procedure?
It was a conscious decision. To
suspend the Vice President of a
Corporation was not the thing to
do.
You gave the answer that
this is not normally in the
interests of the organisation
or the Claimant because of
the seniority. Is that correct?
Yes.
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BL
So you consciously ignored
UK law?

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR

It was clearly a conscious
decision not to follow
statutory procedure. It says
quite a bit about the
allegation of breach of
statutory procedure.
I refer to the email of 17th
which was not seen until
18th. You‟ve gone to speak
to Mr Dekker. What was
your reaction? Go to Vol 6,
2340.
Is that the email?
Yes. Dekker and I looked at this.
We felt it was in response to RN‟s
email to BL on Fri, immediately
below. I was shocked a mature
businessman would use this
language. We felt that a process
was started in Canada by RN. BL
thought – oh boy I‟m in trouble.
I‟ve got to start doing things to
cover myself.
Did Mr Dekker refer to the
29 min conversation on eve
of 14th?
No.
BL can you give us an
assessment as to how much
time you would need with the
witnesses?
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BL
It is hoped to complete JB
tomorrow. I‟d need about
two days with Mr Dekker
and about 4-5 hrs for Mr
Butyniec.

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR

Very well. We‟ll close now
and back tomorrow for
10.00am.
Tribunal closed at 4.40pm
Tuesday 22 Jan 08 – 10.35am
BL

WITNESS

AL

Vol 6, 2402. It was covered
yesterday but I‟d like to
come at it from a couple of
different angles. This
announcement was
checked Tue morning,
remarks re improving the
organisation. What was in
people‟s minds?
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CHAIR
Before we call JB back I‟d
just like to confirm that the
Bundles have been
amended. Also, we‟ll have
to finish at 1pm today. It‟s
unavoidable and for that I
apologise. It may change,
and I‟ll be checking
throughout the course of the
day but for now we‟ll accept
that it will be a 1pm finish.
Now, call JB and remember
that you are still under oath.

BL
What were you trying to say
to the customers/supplier
community in that?

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR

The Company was trying not to
say too much. We did not want to
be derogatory to BL. Company
restructuring was common and we
felt the statement was innocuous.
So you had specifically
nothing in mind?
No. It was obvious, the broken
relationship between
customers/employers. Political
connections – we didn‟t want to
say BL had been fired because of
complaints. It would have been
damaging to BL‟s reputation so we
put it in a vague, neutral language.
Complaints from customers,
explain precisely from
whom.
There was one complaint from Mr
Vandersteen. BL had supposedly
drafted a letter, I got it third
hand….
We know what Mr
Vandersteen said!
This was the sole
complaint?
No, it was a general feeling.
Employees?

41

BL

WITNESS
I‟ve listed a number. Shawn
Smith, Claire Wade was visibly
upset; J Butyniec and the
accounting staff – Phil Underwood
and Mary Walker.

AL

CHAIR

Put yourself in BL‟s
position. He‟s been part of
the Aerospace community
for 30 years, how would he
feel about the statement?
The witness can‟t answer
that. If you want to suggest
the statement was
derogatory that‟s fine.
When you write documents
are you conscious as to
how they will be
interpreted?
JB would you agree with
that?
Yes. It‟s common practice to have
re-organisation. We didn‟t want to
get into what had happened.
And did you read between
the lines?
I can‟t comment.
And the Fraud? That was
never in your minds?
For the record, what BL is
suggesting is the way the
Press Announcement is
drafted was to create the
impression that, or could
have suggested wrong
doing?
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BL
I‟m not even suggesting it
was deliberate.

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR

There was thought. It was
considered, hence the neutral
language.
Go to 2401 –
communication to suppliers.
How many of these people
would be known to BL?
I don‟t know. I can only guess.
2393. You recollect from
yesterday that it was in the
pack?
Yes.
It was sent 8.00am UK time.
One assumes Mr
Underwood and Butyniec
had spoken with Mr
Vandersteen the previous
evening or first thing that
morning. The first people to
speak to the customers
were yourselves?
Yes.
But you gave the
impression I‟d called.
I don‟t recall.
It appears BL has given a
conflicting impression. This
email suggests that…
I hope to get to it…..
I don‟t think this witness can
say what you were doing….
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BL
You will in due course. Go
to 2391b. A record of all
BL‟s tel calls whilst in
Canada from 18 Sep.

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR

The witness hasn‟t seen these.
It‟s a phone record.
1.49 am, Wed is Mr
Vandersteen and the first
time I spoke with him of my
own volition.
The witness can‟t agree
unless she has personal
knowledge of that number.
You‟re entitled to say are you
aware etc but not refer…..
My point is there were no
comms on my part to
customers other than
specific cash-related issues.
Can JB answer that?
No.
2472. Yesterday I believe
you said records were being
kept.
I don‟t think she said
records.
Shawn & Mary were asked
to keep records?
It started with Shawn & Mary
saying they keep getting calls so
we said to keep us apprised. It
wasn‟t a witch hunt.
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BL
Re PU‟s comments “watch
this carefully”. His
perception was that I‟m
doing something odd?

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR

I don‟t know what was in Phil‟s
mind but it sounded like the
question was coming from BL.
Let‟s stop to take stock. This
email is from PU to J
Butyniec. You‟ll have an
opportunity to put it to “the
horse‟s mouth”. It is a matter
for PU or JBut.
Earlier you referred to Mr
Gray as an employee of
Airbus. He‟s now left but he
was the Managing Director.
I knew he was senior.
What was the first contact
BL had with Magellan….
She can‟t answer that.
2495. We saw the letter
yesterday. It refers to the
items in my office. Were
you aware I had an office
dedicated to myself?
I understood so but I often saw
you working in the Boardroom.
Do you accept he had a
dedicated office?
Actually it was news to me as I
always saw him working in the
Boardroom.
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BL
Have you an idea roughly,
how many days BL was
working in Canada per
year?

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR

Not per year but at least one week
per month. Sometimes two.
BL‟s schedule – 2571 –
Have you ever seen it?
Once BL had been terminated but
never prior to that.
During BL‟s holiday period,
was there much
correspondence happening
during then?
According to the schedule…….
Scheduled 6-7 weeks out of
13 weeks…..
I don‟t think the issue is
about that.
Re my personal property
being packaged. Did you
make a conscious decision
I‟d not be allowed to come
in to get my property, say
good byes etc?
That‟s correct. There was hardly
anything in there other than
generic marketing stuff in Canada.
In the UK BL worked in an office
with two desks and a table. Many
people used it in Bristol. It was not
a personal office so I asked him if
he had any personal effects in
there. I‟d been in it and it was
pretty austere.
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BL

WITNESS
I wanted to secure BL‟s goods.
There was very little in there so I
just packed it away and sent it on.

AL

Re the alleged dossier. Did
anyone find anything on
paper or on the PC
regarding Mr Smith?
No itemised list. No access to PC,
no dossier.
Vol 1, 77.Read the page
then I‟ve three questions re
policy & procedure. You
understand it‟s an
employee‟s responsibility to
comply correct?
Yes.
Ethics issue?
Correct.
Would you say BL took his
responsibilities as a UK
Director seriously?
I can‟t answer that. No, let me rephrase that. On Sep 15th, BL
violated this policy with the “F off”
email. I find that extremely
offensive and demeaning. I‟m
used to “shop talk” and I‟m not
offended by coarse language but
I‟ve often told the Union long
before this happened. When it‟s
directed at someone it is offensive
and I believe BL over-stepped the
mark.
Have you any other
evidence?
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CHAIR

BL

WITNESS
I‟m not aware of all of it but as a
senior exec I have a responsibility
to treat employees in a fair
manner; not to be a bully and
offensive. Given the relationship it
was the final straw.

AL

CHAIR

Have you any other
evidence of it being directed
at other people?
That‟s not being disputed.
You‟re on a home run if there
is no other evidence.
Your understanding of
MALUK finances?
I know we were cash tight. I knew
there was disagreement with the
way cash was being handled
between Dekker and his officers.
Were you aware of the
different obligations to
creditors, in certain
circumstances, between
Canada and UK?
No.
P78, para 2. Policy against
retaliation. When BL said
about the 2-3 illegal acts
you said yesterday it was
your way of dealing with the
issue. You didn‟t think that
what you were doing was
wrong?
My interpret of BL‟s comments
was he was desperately trying not
to be terminated but was making
48

statements.
BL
He wasn‟t being heard?

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR

Yes.
P80. Standard of the letter
and spirit of the law. That‟s
a higher standard. Have
you any idea how many
companies set the standard
as the spirit of the law?
No.
Who went for the spirit?
I don‟t know.
Laws, rules and regulations
re performance of duties.
Each person has a
responsibility. How did you
acquaint yourself with UK
employment law?
The internet, labour legislation.
That‟s what happened at the time
of (FINNEY????). I became
familiar with TUPE. I also
attended a CIPD conference.
After MW was hired I relied on her
knowledge. Every jurisdiction has
slight differences.
Do you remember what else
you covered?
What‟s the relevance?
Did JB know the statutory
procedures? TUPE.
How is that relevant?
It didn‟t apply. I want to
establish her understanding
her understanding and
involvement.
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BL

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR
It‟s not relevant. Ask her
about her statutory
procedures.

You‟re familiar with TUPE?
Were you involved with the
acquisition?
I was involved as we got a number
of employees to whom it was
applicable re seniority. We
honoured their prior employment
with Mayflower though we didn‟t
need to.
Situation re employment
contracts and creditors. No
obligation to TUPE and
those left behind were
where the problems were?
I cannot fathom the
relevance.
I‟m failing to explain it so I‟ll
leave it. Ignorance of the
law is not a defence.
JB don‟t answer that.
2340. BL referred to three
things to take not. At 2389
(manuscript) – why do you
think BL asked to record?
I don‟t know.
2391 – record – private
letter to RN. Didn‟t receive
letter from BL. You thought
you‟d sent the email to RN.
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BL

WITNESS
(confusion) I thought so.

AL

CHAIR
She can‟t understand the
three things recorded. It‟s a
misunderstanding on the part
of this witness.

I‟m tying to establish that
the email was sent to Mr
Edwards.
There may have been
sinister reasons?
I‟m not saying they were
sinister. I‟m saying Mr
Edwards was aware.
OK. M Edwards is giving
evidence, ask him!
I‟m trying to establish my
remarks……
You‟re asking questions that
this witness can‟t answer.
You remember the
telephone call about the
bid?
Yes. It sounded like a business
call. I asked you not to talk to our
customers.
Re the airport meeting – 111/2 hrs. I refer you to
2391a. 18 Sep at 1538hs.
Do you recognise the first
tel no as Mr Edwards‟?
I don‟t have his no memorised.
1605 call to Mr Martin. Bid
referred to therefore the
airport meeting would have
lasted 30-35 mins.
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BL

WITNESS
This document has no meaning. I
don‟t understand the bill.

AL

CHAIR

Do you remember the
voicemail re the envelope
left in your desk?
Yes I do.
Would that be the 1639 call
to company head office?
I can‟t read this document!
It reads left to right.
Ok. Confirmed.
Reaction to call? Envelope
not there. Torn up and left
under bottle?
Don‟t recall.
What do you think BL was
trying do?
I can‟t say.
It‟s a valid question. From
BL‟s actions do you think he
was giving you time to reflect
on your actions?
Oh yes. His modus operandi is
the only way is his way. It was in
character. When things were not
going his way he‟d put road blocks
and fight very hard for his view.
Re his role as a Senior
Executive how did BL
familiarise himself with that
role in Canada?
I don‟t know.
And there are no formal
warnings/documents in BL‟s
personnel file?
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BL

WITNESS
There was nothing in. That‟s not
RN‟s way. He tried to coach
people.

AL

CHAIR

So there were no formal
complaints?
No and that‟s very interesting.
People didn‟t want to do that.
Aerospace industry is a small org
in the UK and it would affect
people‟s careers.
Was there anything at all?
I don‟t think it is in your best
interests to pursue this.
Don‟t open yourself up to
attack. We know nothing
was held previously.
Re disclosure – you are
Pinsent Mason‟s interface
as well as Dekker?
I had many discussions with
PinsentMasons. Our responsibility
was taken very seriously regarding
the disclosure of documents.
Every document requested was
not necessarily given and it was
discussed with legal counsel.
(Quotes from SS‟s evidence
about secondary role etc)
We know the coordination of
disclosure was done by
Canada. Please explain the
relevance.
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BL
It‟s important to produce all
documents relevant to the
case for both the Claimant
and the Respondent so I
want to ask why it was
necessary to have multiple
CMDs.

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR

I‟m not going to allow that
question. It infringes a legal
professional privilege.
I‟m suggesting…..I‟ve spent
£1.1m trying to get
documentation and on legal
fees…..
Your counsel has had the
opportunity to put to the
witnesses that they
deliberately withheld docs. I
don‟t recollect that question
being put. This witness says
she considers it important.
Making the allegation that
docs have been deliberately
withheld is serious and we
would to know the basis for
such an allegation. Belief
and opinion is not good
enough.
I want it to be clear that any docs
that were the subject matte of a
CMD we advised on.
To be fair to you we‟ve had
this discussion and Mr
Stafford accepted it.
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BL
It was only the PwC report
that Mr Stafford referred to.

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR
I‟m going to make a note of
that discussion but in
summary form.

I want to refer to three other
docs in Vol 8. 3130,
specifically to para…for the
record third from bottom.
You were given guidance
by your solicitors?
Yes.
Was that advice written or
verbal?
Both.
Who did you circulate the
written advice to?
No one.
3160a. Mr Dimma had BL‟s
PC from 24 Sep?
Yes.
When was it returned?
Nov 3rd.
And BL asked for it to assist
with the PwC report on 11
Jan?
He asked for it on many
occasions. I didn‟t want to
relinquish it. I didn‟t have the
password but later found out that
BL had left the password with Mr
Dimma. We talked about hiring
forensic experts but events
overtook. PwC said they‟d do it
and they did.
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BL
You said earlier that BL
asked for his PC at some
time…..

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR

That‟s privileged
All he wants to know is if the
PC was requested before 11
Jan.
I don‟t know if it was before 11
Jan.
Are you aware that BL
asked for an undertaking by
his sols that the PC
evidence would only be
used for the purpose of the
Tribunal?
There were a lot of discussions
about the PC.
Detail?
I can‟t remember. We did not want
to release it.
3160a I think the question
was asked yesterday re
your responsibility for
discovery given the Tribunal
Order of 4 Apr.
I knew there were important docs
but I guess it was the manner re
the altercation.
Disclosure of 4 Apr, were
any docs not provided?
I don‟t know.
3177 – Remember seeing a
copy of this re anticipation
of what to be disclosed?
Yes.
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BL
Do you remember what was
disclosed?

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR

Rather than this witness
guess either there were or
were not docs disclosed. It‟s
not fair to this witness. To
make a point schedule this
letter.
I‟m going through the 40
allegations. There were a
number of docs that should
be disclosed to help.
12.45. Suggest appropriate time
to break?
Yes. Back at 12.55.
12.55 pm resume.
Go to 2200. Letter RN
drafted 12/13 Sep?
Yes. RN wrote this and sent it to
his boss Mr Edwards.
And BL has never seen this
until the litigation?
Correct.
Did you contribute to it in
anyway?
No.
Phone call on 17 Aug?
Don‟t know.
Is there any doc to support
this letter eg 2nd para?
Anything to back it up?
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BL

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR
Again if the doc is supported
it should have been
disclosed. If not then we
must assume there is
nothing so you don‟t need to
ask.

Had BL been presented
with this letter would he not
ask…….
JB do you know if Mr Neill
acquired any evidence to
support the letter?
I don‟t know.
Reference to the Dossier?
I don‟t know.
Did Mr Neill ask you to find
out about the Dossier?
All this happened whilst I was on
vacation.
Were you ever asked to seek
evidence of the Dossier‟s
existence?
That‟s better put to Mr Dekker
It‟s important to get the
facts of both sides?
I agree.
Did you try to do so before
Sep 18?
When key people who work for me
tell me they‟ve had discussions my
experience is they don‟t lie. I don‟t
need to see hard copy. I take their
word otherwise my office would be
a mountain.
Go to 1875.
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BL
Read MW‟s email Jul 19th re
Shawn – structure. Why in
that context?

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR

It was the company‟s belief that
there were camps? As nasty as it
sounds there were people who
were puppets. BL bribed or
coerced them of which Mr
Precious was one. I‟ve heard
stories. Some, actually all, were
talk but I heard it first hand from
people whose opinion I respect.
One of the things that we clearly
laid out for SS was to bring the UK
into filing financial reports using
the Magellan structure. 14
Divisions and all the info was
being reported differently.
Company officers then had to
guess so we asked for a common
structure. UK was not doing this
so SS was asked to get this done.
Mr Precious was not doing this.
Read his exit report and he said
about doing two reports. He was
unhappy.
Two camps was formed in a
number of minds. So, two
sides to the story. What did
you do to find the other
side?
I didn‟t speak to BL about it. Any
communications with him
previously were always nonproductive.
Why not?
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BL

WITNESS
“The bigger picture”. I‟d be…at
one point he handed me his
psychometric profile saying “better
understand me”. He had a volatile
personality. He‟d get upset so I
didn‟t have much interaction with
him. I‟d talk to SS, PU & MW.

AL

CHAIR

Who did you speak to re
BL?
Just Mr Dekker. MW was more
independent.
1876. MW‟s independent
view of what she thought
was happening, yes?
That‟s a loaded question.
Sorry, lose the independent.
What did you follow up?
It was the view at corporate office
that a definite rift was developing
between SS and BL. I chose not
to investigate this further.
Go to the end of Mr
Precious‟ exit interview.
Was…….Mr Precious made
additional comments that were not
sent to me but they‟re included in
this. I haven‟t seen them.
1936-1939.
Have you seen these docs?
Yes.
1876. MW‟s comments.
Were any discussed with Ss
on this specific subject or
BL‟s general approach?
I don‟t know.
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BL
Do you know when BL first
saw Mr Precious‟ exit
interview?

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR

No.
Vol 4, 1408. Claire
Pettifer‟s exit interview. Did
you ever see this prior to
litigation?
Yes but don‟t know how or when.
What were the
circumstances it was
brought to your attention?
By MW?
I don‟t recall the circumstances but
yes by MW.
Any action taken?
No.
You haven‟t seen any exit
interview critical of BL?
You shouldn‟t put that to the
witness.
Mr Underwood‟s exit interview.
Go to your witness
statement, para 18 –
subject of the situation
within the engineering
business. Have you any
experience in your career
where the number of
contract personnel is a
higher ratio than 1:1?
No.
Does BL have any such
experience?
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BL

WITNESS
I wouldn‟t know,

AL

Is there any substantial
difference in working in a
fairly large contract
environment or small core
team?
Yes.
The core is the intellectual
value and capital of the
business?
The Core is the rock. Contract you
can hire and fire as you please.
In an aerospace company,
design etc, the core
workforce is crucial to
delivery?
It‟s an asset.
In Qtr 2 of 2004 what was
the financial situation of
MALUK?
Shakey.
RN was in hospital?
Yes.
After J Butyneic agreed
meetings?
Yes.
These meetings kept going
for 4-5 months?
Yes.
Then ME stepped in?
Yes.
The engineering div had
just suffered a £550,000
loss?
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CHAIR

BL

WITNESS

AL

Yes.
What did people do?
Look at the options.
And people‟s workloads
were essentially different?
They‟d know about the conditions.
Senior Manager to deal with
these difficult issues,
together with permanent
staff?
Yes, they would.
Was one of the options to
exit the business?
It was fundamentally difficult. To
put to employees that they‟re
losing their job creates uncertainty.
In a contracting situation to let
them go and keep the core group
the last thing you do is erode your
employee base. My experience is
to maintain confidence in the
business.
You wouldn‟t tell them what
the options are and have
them help. Is that not an
alternative option?
With risks yes but bright people
will leave.
Was it possible that BL had
an alternative way to solve
the problems?
Yes.
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WITNESS

AL

What was the market
situation for the other four
major companies with
engineering staff? Were
they losing people?
The industry in 2004 was shaky.
Were the options available
to people quite limited in the
sector in UK?
I‟d have to take your experienced
view?
Dekker, Underwood,
Butyniec, Edwards keep
working?
Yes.
Were you aware of a
fundamental change in
rates and a £30,000 IT
Catia investment?
I know software for the engineers
was discussed.
Engineers who left to
pursue alternative
employment who were they,
permanent or contract?
A number left, yes.
Who?
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CHAIR
You can‟t answer that. You
accept it was risky to have
discussions re redundancy.
BL‟s contention is that there
may be another valid reason
why you would tell.

BL

WITNESS
I‟m not familiar with all employees
but considered it a concern that
people were leaving us.

AL

Was it for money?
Yes.
Was it mixed or was it the
same for those contracted?
Contracted are different to
employees as they don‟t need the
same security. They go where the
money is.
Had any other contract staff
left?
I don‟t know.
Was Mr Bellia the most
senior person in UK?
Yes.
His report, 1105-1112,
written Nov 05 summarises
our position. Do you
remember receiving it?
Yes.
Did you think it was quite
important given the context
of what was happening at
the time?
Yes.
Refer to 1107, summary of
conclusion. It refers to the
table of staffing numbers
and breakdown. Para 5,
Magellan UK lost the a400
Airbus contract. Was it
important?
I can‟t comment.
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BL
Did we retain business?

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR

I don‟t know.
(Reads out quote from
1105-1112 re compensated
for discretionary bonus).
Para 8 refers to subcontractors?
Yes.
1108. See records for Sep
04. Some 75 staff. 25
permanent and balance is
contracted. Second para
from bottom. Specific
remark – Chris Draper –
you were struggling to
replace him?
That‟s correct.
So we only lost one.
It doesn‟t say that.
Age category – escalate
salaries to avoid subcontracting. Saying the
business was failing as staff
had left despite substantial
pay rises?
Yes.
What is your point?
That we were not losing
staff in that period as
suggested in her witness
statement.
You‟re referring to the comment in
my w/s. If people feel their job is
uncertain they don‟t just walk out.
They‟re highly specialised and
can‟t just find a job.
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WITNESS
It takes a while for jobs to open up.
That‟s just my perception and
experience of the movement of
people.

AL

CHAIR

You say they left to pursue
other opportunities?
It was put to us in Canada that the
sky‟s falling, raise the engineer‟s
salaries. Our salaries were not
competitive. This document paints
a somewhat different picture.
I don‟t think it does.
How is it different?
You were raising salaries
and it wasn‟t being
successful.
In Biggleswade the same
problem was happening
with leavers.
When I wrote that statement I was
under a lot of pressure. Other
groups were losing their engrs. I
said it was a temporary thing.
These things are cyclical. We
can‟t compete. Weather the
storm. I‟d experienced other
incidents in my career. They were
bubbles. You throw money to
keep staff and then you‟re saddled
with wages that can‟t compete in
the market place. Management
will try to get the job done the
fastest, best way. HR has to look
at the bigger picture – checks and
balances
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BL

WITNESS
I don‟t have financial authority but I
do have a voice and a point of
view and my voice has sway in the
company; I‟m listened to.

AL

Do you remember BL said
to make a one-off payment
for the exact reasons you‟ve
just stated?
We have junior engrs starting from
school. We don‟t pay great wages
but the salary is such to reflect
their learning curve. We try to do it
in a measured approach.
Was BL and Mr Bellia
responsible for the
profitability of engrs in UK?
As other senior managers were,
yes.
1109, second to last para.
Bonus contract reward – do
you remember the
conversation with BL about
this?
We had many conversations about
this!
About trying to find some
way around this?
Yes.
Did you believe Mr Bellia or
BL were not considering
your expertise?
Yes.
Permanent staff – basic pay
scale?
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BL

WITNESS
I remember the spread sheets yes.

AL

EEF Data?
Yes.
Do you remember the
reaction of some of the
staff?
No. I may have heard but I don‟t
recall.
Vol 4, 1336. Do you
remember the engrs‟ 100
day business plan?
Yes.
Do you remember you said
you were anxious to ensure
if individuals understood it?
Yes.
And the result was that BL
went back to Mr Bellia to go
back to you to sort it?
Yes and he did.
You said it was to be
divided as the European
management sees fit?
I don‟t know if I‟d ever said that. I
do know the approval process
though. Mr Edwards likes to be
involved.
And 12 Jan we knew we
had to solve the problems
re discretionary bonuses?
Yes. We also put an increase
through in the fall (Autumn) for
some.
That‟s correct.
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BL
1512. This was just after
the meeting on 17/18 March
re bonuses. The discussion
after the Board meeting was
that we must sort this out
before the end of March?

WITNESS

AL

Yes.
Do you think Mr Edwards
understood the implications
of employing contractors
before that meeting after
the March Board meeting?
I don‟t know.
Confirmation of £10k. This
is the first time junior engrs
were given any activity by
head office?
The first time, yes. It was also
considered better to adjust as a
one-off rather than a specific uplift.
Some people – a lot of people
were above the mid-point. One
hundred was considered the mid
point.
Did Mr Bellia prepare
documents to recognise
this?
Correct.
1515 – email from BL to
RN. Did J Butyniec have to
give approval for the oneoff? Was his signature
required?
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BL

WITNESS
At the time of transition Mr Neill
was retiring. J Butyniec was made
CEO. Nothing was formally said
but it was becoming apparent. He
was taking more leadership. It
hadn‟t been said he was going to
be President but it was what we
thought. UK policy falls under
Magellan Corporation policy.

AL

CHAIR

Does UK policy not require
J Butyniec‟s signature?
It did require it. This matter had
now escalated. It was on the radar
of the Corporation. Any changes
needed to be scrutinised. It had
gone past the realm of the usual
UK process?
Younger engrs?
Yes.
Outside J Butyniec?
No.
BL reported to RN. That
what was being done was
discussed with BL?
It did not require a formal
seal of approval because it
had filtered through to
Canada? It was expected?
Yes.
So there was no formal
change?
Yes but it was now accepted.
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BL
1518. Document created
on 7 Feb. The initials are
some sort of representation
of Mr Butyniec‟s approval?

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR

These are not good copies.
Where are the originals?
They‟re in our office in
Birmingham. We can get them
for you tomorrow.
Then do that. It is now 1pm
we are going to have to stop
now until tomorrow at 10am.
Wednesday 23 Jan 08 – 10.10am
Start with the status of the
documents application. It
was discussed yesterday
with AL and is in progress
for submission as agreed.
There are four very short points if
I could update the Tribunal.
1. The order of witnesses is
currently JB, Mr Dekker then
JBut. Given the timescale it‟s
probably best to start with JBut.
I agree. Put JBut in after JB.
2. Pass up the legible copies
from yesterday. 3. I hadn‟t
realised until yesterday that there
was an issue re the email that BL
couldn‟t/didn‟t send. We have a
transcript but it‟s not agreed so I
won‟t pass that up. I hope to
resolve that.
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BL

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR
Are we going to hear the
voicemail message?

Yes, at some stage later. BL has
handed me a list of docs that he
still seeks and is compliant with
the Tribunal‟s request.
Is Relevance included?
I haven‟t been through it but there
is certainly a box headed
Relevance. There are 28 docs
and re the letter from Haydn - we
are confident we can provide that
by tomorrow. Re the list of engrs
leaving date of engagement – if it
is to go ahead we don‟t accept it
is a fair request but if allowed it
will take time and couldn‟t be got
for this week.
Continue with JB today and
finish with her. Hope to
finish JBut tomorrow. Fri
morn review the issues and
set the tranche for the next
session. JB you‟re still under
oath.
1518-1530 – clean
copies/legible version. Also
refer to docs in the earlier
Bundle and pick up the
Policy docs in vol 1, 74 and
look at them
simultaneously. This is in
fact the form integral to
Policy. Go to 73. This is
the email sent out by PU
prepared by MW.
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BL
Have you seen this before?

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR

I‟m aware of the document.
So is for all benefits,
salaries of non-discretionary
bonuses?
Yes.
75 you also see MW
following the conversation
with BL suggested the form
is amended so she‟s aware
of the change?
Yes. As I understood it the engrs
bonuses would need corporate
approval.
Which engrs?
Junior. BL talked about the junior
and discretionary. BL signed off
for £10k.
I‟m lost. At 73 the policy is
the instruction could then
become said policy.
Reading the instruction could
mean there is no salary or
benefits uplift incl bonuses,
Does this exclude or incl
bonuses?
I don‟t know. It‟s UK policy not
Magellan corp. I can only guess to
say no salary change.
You don‟t know because it‟s
a UK document?
Yes.
You haven‟t seen this. It
comes from PU. He‟s the
best person to question.
Why was he not asked?
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BL
My barrister chose not to.
Explain if turn to 76. Email
from MW to BL.

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR

No it doesn‟t help personally.
You asked a question about
the instr on 17 Nov 04 re the
excluded bonuses is that
your case?
No. This was the policy in
UK. Also had instrs from Mr
Neill and Dekker that
engrs…..
So is your case that this instr
specifically excludes
discretionary bonuses?
Yes.
JB can‟t answer that.
Unfortunately PU wasn‟t
asked so unless he‟s
recalled.
Nor do we have disclosed
any policy for salary.
One way of reading this is it
looks like it would include but
your case is it doesn‟t.
Go back to 1518 –
exception of salaries
greater than £30k – re BL
having signed these forms
with JBut‟s sig on. Where
do you believe that sig is?
I don‟t understand the question.
I believe that the accusation
levelled at me is that I
represented JBut‟s sig on
these forms.
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BL

WITNESS
I was going from the witness
statement Shawn said but BL
clarified saying “no that‟s mine”
and I think I have hand written
notes.

AL

CHAIR

It is. Go to para 39. So you
agree you called BL on 29
Mar?
Yes.
And BL said “those initials
are mine”?
Yes.
So BL discussed this with
JBut and said it was ok so
BL signed off as he didn‟t
need to see the forms but
Shawn said….?
I believe so. That‟s why I called
BL re the junior engrs he had
discussed. JBut was more looking
at salary raise. I think one of the
issues is several of the people on
the list are not engrs. Two are
admin assistants who have fairly
substantial bonuses but I don‟t
think it‟s in their contracts. Why, if
JBut has seen the list, were we
talking about junior engrs‟ bonuses
and that‟s not what this list is?
It‟s got three sigs and three
dates then against Dir of Ops
did you put that there?
Yes.
Why?
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BL
I‟d discussed it with JBut
and now I wish I hadn‟t put
it there….JBut came back
to me and said there were
two Admin Assistants and I
hadn‟t even noticed.

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR

So you put it there to indicate
authorisation from him?
That‟s my title.
I don‟t see.
I was simply discussing…..
The allegation against you is
you effectively indicated that
JBut authorised this.
That was absolutely not my
intent.
JB help?
BL had already signed the form.
That additional mark is not
his but to show JBut‟s
agreement?
JBut called me saying he was
going to fax them. He hadn‟t
authorised them as there was
admin people in there.
We‟ll get there…
Hang on Mr Little. I‟m not
going to be railroaded. I‟ll go
at my pace not yours. It‟s a
short point and it‟s important
re this witness.
My case is this was
discussed between BL and
JBut. When said to Mr
Neill…..
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BL

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR
So there was no real
reason?

Other than we‟d discussed
it, no.
Why was it necessary?
To say it had been
discussed and agreed with
JBut.
1533. See upper email, BL
to JB dated 31 Mar
confirming the conversation
the previous day. Also sent
the email below to Jim cc to
RN. When you read this
email I was concerned that
there was a
misunderstanding re the
sig.
That‟s why I called you to clear it
up. At no time…… I didn‟t discuss
this with you but my belief was at
no time had JBut agreed because
of the admin people.
1609 JBut‟s response to BL.
His perception was to do
with the bonus not being
one-off?
What is the question?
This was to with JBut about
the discretionary bonus not
being one-off.
Sorry, I don‟t understand the
difference.
Were you aware of it?
I‟d had discussions with JBut.
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BL
But yesterday you said we
needed to do a section of
one-off and discretionary.

WITNESS

AL

There were five admin staff
included on the list.
These forms were
discussed with Mr Bellia
and MW. See 1336.
My understanding with Mr Bellia
was we were talking about the
engrs. The type of employees we
sell their services. That‟s what Mr
Bellia was talking about. The
discussions JBut had with BL was
about bringing them on re the
learning curve.
Therefore the one-off and
salary as approved???
Yes.
1609. BL-RN. Two things.
Get cleared because we‟re
losing people. Some
frustration. RN, in his
evidence, said you
approached him re this
subject.
Yes.
Did you go back to him with
it?
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WITNESS
Yes. In the sheets you do say
engr staff but imply in here that
people were leaving because of
higher salaries. My view was it
was another attempt for BL to give
his largesse to ensure they‟re in
his camp. They‟re admin staff.

AL

CHAIR

He delegated to Mr
Bellia/Ms Walker?
Yes he did. This is a different
issue.
Was JBut and BL extremely
busy at this time?
They were fully employed, busy
people yes.
Is there no documented
discretionary bonus policy?
No because it‟s very rare in
Magellan.
We‟ll move to the other
bonus as senior engr
bonus. 816. Had Simon
been advised it had been
uplifted?
For reasons of commercial
sensitivity…..
If I could read the bit
blanked out I believe it
would read Simon Bendrey.
AL I can see no reason why
there should be an element
redacted. It might be
highlighted.
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BL

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR
There‟s no reason why it
can‟t be adduced except for
the name of the individual.

This is an example of some
of the contracts.
Why was this not pointed out
earlier? If you have any
questions about this doc
then leave it until later.
Go ack to 809/810. Part of
the budgetary submission
packs re engrs. Were you
aware it was set?
No.
Had you heard it was
budget for?
Yes but money put in the budget
doesn‟t mean they get it.
But you‟re aware of their
expectation?
Yes.
Breach of contract. When
took place?
I did have a discussion re CEO
Dimma that a bonus was in some
engr contracts. I don‟t know when.
Some time in the spring. Feb?
End of May when it was resolved.
Can‟t take the English literal
interpretation?
It only has one meaning to me and
I speak English. We have a
contractual obligation to pay the
salary but by law, not for
discretionary bonuses.
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BL
Not as simple as that?

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR

I saw that you‟d made promises
that they‟d be paid when it was not
approved.
Do you recollect English
and to Mr Dekker?
I don‟t remember but I won‟t deny
it.
Did you ask MW what is BL
talking about re breach of
contract and clauses?
I had many conversations with her
and Mr Underwood. They said it
was not appropriate at this time.
In the post Board Meeting when
BL mentioned it, he was quite
emotional in trying to get across
the importance.
What did BL say and do ?
He slammed his books, walked out
and said he‟d pay the bonus out of
his own money.
830f. You‟re aware that
Pinsent Masons do the
quarterly fact sheets. Have
you seen this particular doc
circulated by them in Jan5?
No.
Then there‟s no point in
reading it.
In the evidence you‟ve just
given, your perception and
everyone else‟s is that
there‟s no legal term re
discretionary.
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BL

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR
Not in general terms. You
must say exactly what you
said re discretionary
bonuses.

I said there was another
interpretation of the word
discretionary.
Yes but JB can‟t remember.
Talk about your witness
statement. You indicated
you‟d written it yourself?
Yes.
All do the same?
Did it in concert with Pinsent
Masons.
Explain.
We gave what we thought was
relevant. We chose not to put
some things in but they are legal
docs/legal advisers and they
helped us put them together
properly.
Para 36 of your statement.
The Board meeting was on
17 Mar and not 18th. Five of
you all got the wrong date.
Is that of any significance?
No.
Question about leaving for
home?
Conversation you had which
you think led to you re
bonus. After directly or the
next day?
83

BL
Directly afterwards. It was
St Patrick‟s day.

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR

It would be a Thu as ME comes in.
1512. email at the bottom.
Do you remember sending
it?
Yes.
ME reviewing at end of
Mar?
Yes.
See the email at the top. I
appear to be raising the
issue re junior engrs. BL‟s
intent was to clear it all up?
Yes. That‟s why we say it requires
further review.
1650, vol 5. Apr 20. BL
writing to RN – this hasn‟t
been done. Did he discuss
it with you at that time?
Who?
RN.
We‟d done a lot of work. There
may have been discussions.
1655. Did RN discuss this
particular email with you?
We may have had discussions re
this, yes.
Did RN say that between us
all we‟d made a real mess?
I don‟t recall.
I don‟t think that was put to
Mr Neill either.
No.
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BL
1668. Was this ever
discussed with you by RN
or some of the emails from
me, did you ever see
before?

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR

I believe I‟d seen them at some
point in time.
Do you think it was obvious
that BL was getting more
concerned and anxious re
the market and staff?
It was an issue BL was definitely
working with but it was with the
Chairman and was being paced by
him.
1669. Had you ever seen
or discussed this with RN?
I can‟t say specifically. I was
aware of the sentiment and that it
was very critical to BL.
1673. Email directly to ME.
Was it discussed with you?
No. I don‟t know about it.
1675. Have you seen it
from ME to BL & RN? ME
seems to be getting quite
disturbed.
All you can say is did you
discuss it!
I knew he needed the info, yes.
Are you aware he initiated
it?
Yes.
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BL
1704. Lower email from
you to a number of us re
agreement with perceived
position/Bellia?

WITNESS

AL

Yes we forwarded it to you.
Do you remember the email
above?
Yes.
He was saying all were
comfortable except three
people?
Yes. That was Mr Bellia‟s opinion.
Following that discussion
with Mr Edwards at some
stage before 12 May.
1707?
ME agreed for £17k. Something
like that. I can‟t remember exactly.
That‟s finance. No more was said.
BL writes back - no it has to
be £83,305? Did ME turn to
BL and say can you cover
that cash and profit in
Engineering for the
£70k in 2006?
I don‟t remember.
At the time he was
concerned about cash
going into UK?
Absolutely.
And ME didn‟t specify can
you cover?
I said I don‟t remember.
Evidence is the cash was
sent from Canada?
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CHAIR

BL

WITNESS

AL

Yes.
The number of 83, 305, is it
1708?
Yes.
Why not ask BL why over
£70k?
ME had given directions. The
issue was settled now. True to
form BL was saying I had to
change, he has to be different -,
need more money. Where I come
from if the Chair says something I
work with that. The issue had
been resolved at that meeting.
So why not ask BL at that
meeting.
If BL felt it was important he
should have included instructions.
He knew it would have to go to
ME. I‟d been overruled. BL had
gone to Mr Edwards and got his
bonus. It wasn‟t up to me. I was
not lead on that anymore.
1710. J Butyniec responds
and copies to BL.
Yes I saw it.
Did you know J Butyniec
had sent it and raised the
matter so as to get my
attention?
Sorry I don‟t know. There‟s two
issues here. Are you talking about
the cash? I don‟t see JBut dealing
here.
No. JBut is saying re £70k.
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BL

WITNESS
Yes but JButyniec is confirming.

AL

CHAIR

Correct. He is highlighting
the question to us.
1711 – second email.
Response specific to to
JBut as he raised the point..
This was BL‟s perception. We had
in the spread sheets, taken your
issues into account. Buying into
discretionary bonus and you came
back saying you need another
£13k to accomplish this.
Fine tuning - £13k. ????
I remember this specifically. I had
discussed this with ME. BL has
the potential to bankrupt the
company. My perception was that
BL had no concept of money. He
can spend it. I need it to manage
the business. No other manager
needed this. BL was the only
manager who acts in this manner.
The other Vice Presidents don‟t
ask.
What do you mean no
concept of money?
People, bigger picture – beyond
BL‟s world.

It speaks for itself.

Go on to say it‟s turned
down?
That‟s my advice. I‟m entitled to
do so.
Presume promise to pay?
No evidence?
Just my perception.
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BL
1715 – middle email. See
RN‟s response who‟d
obviously picked up 83k
comment in your email and
responded in this way.

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR

Yes.
Explain.
It reads as though he‟s
copping out. Not willing to
take a stand. Had enough of
the argument.
Correct. Case closed. Bigger
picture. Move on.
1716. Explains 83k is not
for 2006. Spread sheet
reading off shows clear
expectation. This shows
the total as £72Kfor bonus
salary adjustment for senior
staff. BL is not asking for
83k in 2006 ?.
I‟d have to look at the
spreadsheets.
1717. ME seen as
supporting. He‟s fed up
with us all?
Correct.
On Tue do you remember
he said BL can you cover
that?
Sorry I don‟t remember the cash
conversations. I guess I‟m not
attuned to it.
Are you moving on to
another subject?
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BL
No it‟s related to it. Vol 7,
2649. These are company
finance indicators all have
at staff meetings. Are you
comfortable in talking about
these?

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR

In general terms.
Go to Sep. What is year to
date effective. What/how
doing in first 9 months.
JB cannot recollect any of
this so there‟s no point
continuing with it.
Single comment. Look at
engrs. Go to EBIT line –
profits – see actual number
is 254, budget is around 80.
That would mean that engr
business has generated
more profit and therefore
more likely more cash.
This is Sep not May and some are
profit but doesn‟t generate cash.
This doc doesn‟t say that.
OK but this doc says
engineers - more profit
than budget?
Yes.
It also says the rest of the
MALUK organisation is not
meeting its targets.
???? is not based on Ebit. It‟s
based on Pbit.
What‟s the difference?
I‟m not going to entertain
this.
90

BL

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR
It‟s an intellectual subject
and not relevant to this.
Time for a break (11.35hrs).
Back in ten mins.

Resume – 11.55hrs
Is it your understanding that
£70k in funds wired to UK?
Yes. I was told by Mr Dekker.
And was the outcome a
change to terms &
conditions and therefore
contract amendments
required?
Yes.
1731. Did MW pass the
email to you as part of
discussions? Were you
aware of it?
Yes.
Mr Poulain who had more
difficulties re contract
adjustment?
In this regard is it contended
that you made a protected
disclosure re his contract?
No. The specific
interpretation of.
Then focus on this matter
and cross examine on the
issues re your PD. The
reason I say this is this is a
case of magnitude. There
are 100s of side issues but in
reality it comes to the
specific protected disclosure.
This is a side issue.
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BL
I‟m trying to get across their
awareness of UK law.

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR

Your point is that you believe
there was a potential breach
of contract which you
brought to the attention of
your employer. The
Tribunal‟s question is, does
what you were doing qualify
as protected disclosure.
Arguments re law are what
you need to make
submissions on. Not direct
to the witness.
I‟m trying to get an
understanding of their
knowledge. PD to JB was
primarily re these contracts
and that you can‟t take the
literal interpretation of
discretionary.
That‟s your evidence? You
don‟t have to prove that
there was a breach of
contract in this specific case.
You need to focus on your
disclosures made in good
faith.
1770 – 1772. We‟ll start at
1772. Your response is at
the bottom of 1771.
Again, is this about the
amendment of the contracts?
It is but re jurisdiction.
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BL

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR
I cannot see how this is
going to help.

1770 – you respond to me.
BL I‟m sorry, I hope I‟m not
prolonging this but your case
is not to give consideration re
the bonus in breach of
contract. You made
disclosure in good faith and
believe it to be true.
Whether it‟s a breach is
neither here nor there. Your
case is having made the
disclosure you were dealt
with in an underhand way.
I‟m trying to make the point
that there was a build up in
prejudice to me as I was
trying to say there were
other dimensions to this that
they didn‟t understand and
that‟s why my conduct and
behaviour was re me trying
to help.
Letter on heading is
separate organisation.
It‟s not suggested because of
this. This is not one of them.
Move on.
541, para 6.1. This is BL‟s
contract re the number of
days worked. Did you know
BL was doing on average
60 or more days per year?
Evidence has been shown.
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BL
Salary £125k?

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR
Relevance?

I‟m leading into the
allegations.
No one is disputing this.
Go to Clause 18. Requires
BL to be a Director of the
business. He cannot not be
a Director. That option is
not available?
That‟s what it says.
That‟s a matter for legal
interpretation.
It is.
In your W/S, para 14 you
refer to the informal way
you anticipated BL would
raise issues. Doc you refer
to is not actually disclosed?
It is not.
I believe it is 757a, vol 3. Is
this the doc Mr Dekker
provided you with?
Is that the email with the
contract behind it?
Yes.
Did you see it?
I‟ve not seen the email. No.
Did you see the ongoing
757b, c, d?
I saw something that was like it
and that‟s what I referred to.
What was BL‟s purpose?
I don‟t know.
BL‟s contract , group CEO?
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BL

WITNESS
Mayflower prior to Magellan he‟d
been CEO, yes.

AL

CHAIR

The letter of 8 Oct
transferred this contract with
the same terms/roles?
Not this?
Your proposal with a number
of options?
TUPE contract. BL was off
with stress,
hypertension……decided
BL was not involved. In UK
this could be construed as
constructive dismissal.
It‟s not relevant. We know
what role you were fulfilling.
All I was doing was put
down in writing the options
available. Not negotiating.
I was trying to be
constructive to meet the
business‟ needs. Her w/s
reads as “why did you do
that”.
She doesn‟t know. The
explanation given is you
were CEO of Mayflower and
was making the proposition
to continue in that or some
other role. Is that correct?
Yes.
Why was it not professional
to do so?
It‟s normal to discuss at transfer.
But I was away off sick.
Just my perception.
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BL
Para 20 of JB‟s w/s, final
four lines. Elsewhere in
MW‟s statement six months
before BL‟s termination,
many conversations re his
conduct & behaviour?

WITNESS

AL

Yes.
Have you included
examples in your w/s?
Some examples pre-date that last
six months yes.
Those after Mar 06 seem to
be about junior engrs and
their bonus and Madeleine
Smith correct?
The major ones, yes.
Were any positive
things/actions BL did
reported by BL?
Can‟t recall. They may have been
but I can‟t recall.
Any reports from PU re BL‟s
concerns?
He expressed friction between him
and BL. He was keeping close
tabs with MW on PU because he‟d
had an illness in 05. He was
somewhat unwell.
My question was were there
any complaints.
No, just friction.
Any complaints about Mr
Martin from MW to you?
Yes. The Union had complained
about Mr Martin being a bully.
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BL

WITNESS
I have a fair experience of unions
and took it as a management
complaint.

AL

CHAIR

MW said there were
concerns re 2 VPs and
MALUK‟s future. What did
you take from that?
Friction. Employees can see that.
Look at the email.
Do we need to?
For context.
There‟s no need. It‟s agreed.
The only senior person
there was difficulties with
that MW reported to you
was BL?
BL is a difficult person to work with.
He upset a number of people and
we discussed that, yes. That‟s not
to say we‟re all angels and no
other problems but there‟s an
overriding theme.
Overriding or overwhelming?
Overwhelming, thank you.
Why do you think BL was
such a problem?
Well I think……my perception is he
doesn‟t like to listen. He has a
tendency to tell everyone he‟s
more experienced than anyone in
the room. If he perceived a set of
facts he‟d fight for those and for his
way. Of the good things in a group
is the difference of opinions come
to common agreement.
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WITNESS
He always had the right answer. I
remember one lunchtime I was sat
with colleagues and I said the
problem is BL, Rich is a nice guy
but he doesn‟t always say no but it
doesn‟t mean he‟s said yes. The
impression is BL took advantage of
a kind man.

AL

CHAIR

Are you viewed as equally
strong-willed?
I suppose but no-one‟s ever said I
have to mend my ways or have
corrective interviews. I do have a
definite opinion but I will go with
the decided opinion. What the
boss says I go with.
Has BL had to have
corrective interviews?
RN said he‟d had several
counselling interviews.
We‟ve already heard his
evidence.
728a and also open up your
w/s at para 17. You‟d
referred to data re
psychometric info. It‟s quite
unusual to share the
psychometric info that‟s
personal?
Yes. Execs have shown me
because of my HR role.
Did it not seem strange that
BL was suggesting to show
his?
Is your evidence that‟s what
you thought?
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WITNESS
No, why? He wanted us to know
him but it wasn‟t what we saw.

AL

CHAIR

Doc 728k-l.
Psychometric testing. I‟m familiar
with it. I‟ve been told it can be
manipulated.
From my perspective I‟m not
particularly interested in why.
The key is what and people‟s
reaction. There may be
psychological reasons but
we want to know what.
Because of your actions how
they respond is fact. We
don‟t want to trawl through
your profile.
Two points. 728g two lines
on 728h.
It‟s familiar.
Somewhere in this process
do you get the sense that
right or wrong is something
BL feels very strongly about
when you read that? What
are your thoughts?
As I said, I don‟t put a whole lot of
stock in the profile. It‟s a guide not
a blueprint for a person.
Have you any familiarity
with the process of SIMA?
I‟m familiar with a number of them
and have administered them.
Is this particular process
familiar to you?
No.
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728q – re BL‟s position as a
right hand man etc.

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR

It says that, yes.
Do you have any thoughts
about what it says?
None.
728a – note the word
collaborative. What do you
understand it to mean?
The overriding perception was that
here it is in writing what I am. You
can see it. How I find people is
based on how they treat me.
Can you recognise the
Claimant in this?
No.
Did you have any further
discussions with him about
the doc?
No.
Go to your w/s para 23. Did
you have notes of this
conversation with MW that
allowed you to write this?
No notes. It was from my
recollection.
Do you know how long Mr
Stewart and BL had known
each other?
For a long time. They‟d worked
together at Bombardier.
841a.
Again this is a recent doc.
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BL
Mr Stewart, Mr Keogh and
BL worked together then.
Were you aware?

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR

No.
MW was at that session?
I understand so, yes.
Email following that part.
That is the doc already in the
Bundle. I make the point because
MW was not asked this question.
When was it put in the
Bundle?
At the start.
Ask the question now but we
need to check with AL when
it was put in.
Some of the doc source is
me. I recovered the info.
842a is the original.
I don‟t have 842a. It will be a
relatively modest point no
doubt!
Did you ever see this from
MW in the briefing?
Yes.
When?
I‟m not sure if it was in Jan.
When? 2005?
I don‟t think so. Not until the whole
case was being prepared.
BL‟s point is there‟s little
mention of the issue?
It was a heated moment.
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BL

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR
This is MW‟s point and not
for this witness.

MW also said that BL had
cried. Do you know why?
She said that you were emotional
and then you cried.
She didn‟t offer a view?
No.
842. Did you have any
discussions with PU re this
or MW or any other
participants?
No.
Middle email, Phil is upset
etc. BL tries to reinforce,
working side by side again.
Is this not setting out to
undermine?
The witness can‟t answer
that. This is not evidence but
a comment.
835a. Wasn‟t possible for
some people eg Victoria &
Paul. Any discussions?
Victoria had been ill in the Fall.
Oh, no, this Jan.
Take stock. Instructed that this
matter is dealt with in MW‟s
statement?
She does and I‟ve already
said JB can‟t answer and
have moved onto another
doc. I want to see the
relationship.
I‟ve moved on. It‟s done.
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Para 24 of JB‟s w/s.
Payment of £25k intro
bonus only one individual?

WITNESS

AL

Yes.
Discussed with Mr Neill?
Approved not discussed.
Prior to leaving or after?
I was only aware when a colleague
in UK rang me.
Remember earlier your
remarks re don‟t understand
the big picture? Are you
suggesting BL never tried to
explain the reason?
BL‟s reasons were the business
was not doing well. This person
was critical to turn it around. I do
know we had weak spots and
needed management.
Any other reasons?
We needed to get this individual in
quicker than his notice period and
he‟d lose his bonus if he left
earlier.
Equivalent to £25k?
Yes.
Time span?
3 – 4 months.
What was his role in the
change?
He was an engineering manager I
don‟t know any more than that.
Previous engineering
manager gone?
Don‟t know.
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BL
Re- Construction of
Bournemouth?

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR

Yes.
Initial conversations round
about May, Jun, Jul with RN
about hiring before ospital?
Correct. This spring and Sep he
was in hospital.
Was RN very anxious?
Important plans?
Absolutely. The company wasn‟t
making any money. We were in
dire straits.
???????

Requested from PM transcripts
Rationale after the event not
before.

After to you?
No way!! He said get me
evidence. I showed him the letter
that this had been paid.
He wasn‟t aware of this
single case?
Nope. He just said get me
evidence.
The evidence is that Mr Neill
did not give his approval of
this deal.
Can we have the ???? doc?
This is what we‟re living with.
The Respondent‟s case is
not going to reveal Mr Neill…
Timing.
I‟m not interested. If your
case is he approved it put it
to the witness.
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BL
He was aware and he
effectively sanctioned it.

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR
What‟s your perception?

He was not aware and it‟s in his
w/s.
I can‟t remember if it was put
to Mr Neill.
No. This doc came after.
That‟s not true. You‟ve had
many weeks. Mr Neill was
the 3rd week. If you dispute it
Mr Neill should have been
asked. JB can only say what
she‟s been told. All you
need is your evidence saying
he did. Put it to him. If that
is your case it wasn‟t put. To
be fair to JB Mr Neill may be
lying but all she can say is
what he told her.
This was the only signing on
bonus by Mr Little?
The only one I knew of.
No others? No repeats?
More experience? Situation
is not normally spend time
on non-HR matters?
Yes. Everything can be
rationalised.
He explained why consider
it in this particular case and
in general? Did BL normally
spend time explaining the
non-HR dimension?
More often than not he would give
his side, why he was right.
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BL
Specific business
circumstances and
situations?

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR

Yes. There are situations where
we don‟t use policy, even in HR.
How often do you recollect
BL saying you simply don‟t
understand the bigger
picture?
Quite often.
A range of 2? 3? 25?
I can‟t quantify. He will say the
phrase…he often used it with my
colleagues.
When he used it would he
not usually explain the
dimensions?
Often but they would be
dimensions already considered by
the others.
How often did he change
his view?
He‟d go with the flow sometimes.
When he wasn‟t winning he‟d
agree with the person who seemed
to be on top. It annoyed some
colleagues because they felt it was
done opportunistically.
Can you give an example?
I can‟t.
One comment is you are
where I was three months
ago?
Yes. It smacks of a
condescending manner and
irritates.
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BL
Question about culture?

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR
Don‟t need to know. It‟s
1pm, time for break. Back at
2pm.

Resumes 2.25pm
I feel the best way to get on is to
continue with JB. If it were the
case that she‟s recalled tomorrow
so be it. BL can continue and end
with JB. These are the copies
that were mentioned earlier, the
ones not highlighted, 816, as
discussed. (Hands to Tribunal).
Can we deal with one issue
very quickly?
It says there‟s a discussion
about the bonus scheme,
what else?
Magellan engineers had
discretionary CEO bonus
were you aware?
Yes.
This relevant re timing.
Note the para we can now
read.
Yes.
Yes.
Part of what we have to do
now is reasonable, fair,
capricious re exercising the
discretionary bonus due to
recent UK cases?
I don‟t remember.
Para 15 specifically the
second part.
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Are you aware of any
discussions between ME
and BL about what BL said?

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR

No.
RN/BL conversation early
05 about reducing the
number of days BL was
doing rather than do more.
Mr Neill wanted more?
No.
Para 19, power struggle.
Have you any evidence
other than your perception?
BL would tell Mr Edwards what a
good job BL was doing.
Was this not BL trying to
help the business rather
than “how great I am”?
Where did the conversation
take place?
My office.
What was the context of the
discussion?
RN was absent. At the time in 04
he was I believe 65 in Feb. He
knew his days were numbered and
he‟d be replaced, even though he
was sick. Mr Edwards called a
meeting that Fall. BL attended.
He called JBut & Mr Tossey from
US, BL and Mr Dekker into a
smaller meeting. We had an
obligation to keep the company
running. They were key people. It
was during that period that BL had
the conversation, one on one.
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BL
Mr Edwards asked for the
10yr plan?

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR

Yes.
Did you see the doc that BL
sent to Mr Edwards?
No.
Mr Edwards wanted to
increase the pace re retiring
and BL was possibly trying
to…….
That‟s a long question. What
is suggested is you were
trying to jockey for position
so that you would be the next
leader. She recites para 15
conversation. That‟s what
she believes. Do you
challenge that?
No.
You accept the conversation
took place which resulted in
her perception?
All but one were aware from
RN, JBut that ME was trying
to accelerate the process
and put JBut in the
position?
I had a conversation with JBut
contrary to that.
When?
I can‟t specifically remember.
In what context? When did it
happen?
It was a dinner conversation.
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BL
Crucial ME more than
anyone BL would want to
convince if he to be CEO?

WITNESS

AL

ME‟s decision along with others,
yes.
Para 16 of your w/s.
Meeting on 27 Mar / 2 Apr,
BL, RN and you?
Yes I was there. We looked at
expense reports to get dates.
There was no formal
agenda for the meeting as
such? Do you have any
notes?
No.
RN‟s agenda, BL‟s
activities?
More BL. RN prior to the meeting
said “I have specifics and I‟m not
going to let him hijack the
meeting”. It was prior to hospital.
Do you remember the
thrust?
Not specifically but cash in UK.
Reporting quite important?
Yes. UK was not following
Magellan guidelines.
Six contracts with Airbus
before Moores?
Acquisition?
I don‟t remember.
Final hours?
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WITNESS
Conference call. Dekker was
there, no issues, that‟s where we
discussed the financial impact of
Moores.

AL

CHAIR

It was a tense week for the
environment?
There was a lot going on yes.
BL had no sleep prior?
They were all busy. Mr Neill finally
said….only one of the four times
I‟ve seen Mr Neill lose his temper
with Brian.
Do you accept he lost his
temper with you?
He did discuss…
There was a lot of conflict.
Issues re significant IT
problems in due diligence?
Such as IT investment?
Yes. Did BL explain this?
Yes. BL had his issues and
wanted to raise them but RN had
other issues.
Is it possible they were
correlated?
If it was that obvious, RN being
bright would see and other people
would have seen it.
RN was anxious to tick
boxes before going away in
May. There was one
subject he needed to
discuss with BL face to
face?
What was it?
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WITNESS
I don‟t remember all the subjects.

AL

TUPE?
Yes.
Did you know there were
three items BL wanted to
see RN about?
I don‟t think RN saw it that way. I
don‟t think he‟d lose his temper.
I‟ve only seen him lose his temper
three times in 15 years.
Was it a lack of
communication?
No. His agenda was not being
dealt with.
Are you suggesting that
after the meeting RN wasn‟t
happy because he hadn‟t
completed his agenda? Do
you think RN felt there had
been no resolution.
You‟d have to ask him.
Do you have any idea of
what BL and Mr
Winegarden were having to
deal with?
It wasn‟t shared with me.
Para 40 of your w/s. Are
you sure it was spring
2006?
Yes. I know it was 2006.
Is it normal to discuss
strategy plans in the spring?
Yes it‟s done prior to the budgets
so they could follow in the Sep.
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WITNESS

AL

CHAIR
Are you suggesting to the
witness that this is not the
time it occurred? If you know
when it did just say so.

I think it was the previous
Sep at the staff meeting.
Make sure you know the
point to put to the witness.
Specific question re the
terms and plans for UK.
Issue, para 40. BL was adamant
to others about the strategy plans.
He was very forceful so when
Winegarden asked BL was all
bluster, can‟t, don‟t have to. He
lost credibility with those in the
room.
Context no value for
previous years.
Other divisions, business
decisions, rejuvenating plan in
Boston, NY. There were a lot of
changes in Ontario; a lot of issues
in other business areas equal to
and people where having to sort
that. Environments change, a
budget is just that.
The Claimant was forthright
in requiring other GMs to talk
about their strategy plans but
he blustered?
He wouldn‟t know about the rolling
of the eyes because he wasn‟t
there.
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WITNESS

AL

CHAIR
Did you provide effective
discussions? In the
conference call are you
happy that you provided
details of a strategy plan?

I made the comment not to
do as we did last year.
There was an exec summary. BL
had produced a binder. The
company doesn‟t want that.
It was minutia? You wanted
a summary?
Yes.
Critically it was the first year
for a strategy plan for UK.
Is that correct?
I don‟t know. It was requested.
2004 for 05 and subsequent
was it your understanding
that Mr Neill said to do a
comprehensive plan?
Put it to the witness what you
actually did if it differs from
what she said. Challenge
now.
Have to consider carefully
but will follow up in a few
days.
You were evasive because you‟d
ground the other GMs.
Did he re the contents?
It had gone past that. He hadn‟t
even started.
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BL
BL was responsible for the
strategy therefore it was
crucial he lead from the
front and crucial to have it
ready for PU?

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR

Absolutely that‟s why everyone
was so amazed.
Mr Edwards on the line with
a staff call?
Not sure.
1038a.
This is newly added.
Email to Mr Edwards?
It was a direct result of that
meeting.
This was on the staff call? I don‟t
know if this relates to that.
This is BL sending essential
thoughts following on from
the UK dimension at the
staff meeting.
Are you suggesting your
recollection is flawed?
I don‟t know! (very irritated)
Para 43 re screamed out…
BL screamed at MW.
All very interesting.
What was the event process
re HR?
Compromise agreement.
Agreed a structure and
approach from when?
I don‟t know the details.
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BL
1778. Not the original
disclosed in the Tribunal
Order.

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR

It‟s been in the Bundle.
Why. Oversight?
Is that an appropriate question?
MW has been asked about it.
Could BL reasonably
interpret it as a compromise
approach? He does refer to
checking the legal position
to ensure it was handled
well.
The point is an employee was in
tears because she‟d been
screamed at. It‟s not the way we
normally do business. Screaming
at someone for mistakes. She was
extremely distraught.
Prior to his termination did
you know BL had spoken to
MW to ensure Madeleine
Harris‟ Agreement
completed satisfactorily?
Did she tell you about it?
She may have, I can‟t remember.
I don‟t know where this is
taking us. The allegation is
you screamed or shouted at
MW and that is not
appropriate. The issue is
whether you did or did not
and is a matter for MW.
Anything done post
termination is irrelevant.
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2475. What HR matters?

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR

No. Not my issues.
3113, last para. As a result
of those investigations who
were the unsolicited calls
to?
You want to know what was
being investigated.
I was getting calls from Smith,
Walker, Underwood, Alison Jones,
Claire Wade amongst others.
They were uncomfortable talking to
BL.
After 25th?
People were sent emails after this
case started, sent to their houses.
Go to 3112.
I was getting calls that said we
can‟t block Fortfield or calls but ask
our lawyers for advice.
Were you aware about
Madeleine Harris and that
BL was anxious to ensure it
was completed
satisfactorily?
I have no knowledge.
I‟ve finished with this
witness.
Re-examine. Vol 7, 2603. This
email gives an indication of BL
after Sep 18th. Was his
involvement after that date helpful
to Magellan?
No. Customers kept asking what
was going on.
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BL

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR
I understand. You didn‟t
want him to do this?

No. We specifically asked him not
to at the airport.
2372. You were asked by BL
about reaction when he raised the
two or three matters. Email, 1st
para to Mr Edwards. Accurate
thoughts at that time?
Absolutely. I wrote that that
evening.
In a similar vein you referred to in
cross exam. BL present at the
meeting in 2006 with ME and
Dimma not raised concerns?
Yes.
Vol 1, 268. ME and Dimma re
management attendees, BL was
also present. Board meeting, 270
para 5, report from Audit
Committee.
Is it accurate?
Yes, that‟s the meeting.
Vol 7, 2536, email MR Dimma
sent to RN, cc to JB, Mr Dekker.
Do you remember seeing it?
Yes.
2596. Opening para edited by Mr
Edwards. On what basis had
original opening para?
The fact that Mr Dimma told us that
he‟d told BL he didn‟t see what his
issues were. He wasn‟t going to
give any credence to them. ME is
a lawyer and that‟s his particular
advice.
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WITNESS

AL
Re the F Off email – the only
example put to you. Were you
aware of other instances where
BL was rude or offensive to
others?

CHAIR

CW email that morning – yes/no,
other. Consequences will follow.
Another saying “watch”.
Post F Off and pre dismissal what
was the significance of MW re SS
refusing to come to work?
Either defend the legal action of
SS or BL. Who did we want to
defend. Who was the aggrieved
party.
They were both aggrieved,
you mean wronged. You
wanted to defend SS and not
BL?
Correct.
You attended the meeting of 18th.
Tell the Tribunal of your
understanding of collective
significance of MW email.
RN concluded the matter was far
more serious than previously
thought. On Mon morn he did not
give signal he was looking to
terminate BL. I said Rich you‟ve
gotta read this. I could see it on
him we had real problems. The
situation was not pretty. We
discussed that morning that BL
didn‟t listen well. Telling him his
behaviour we wouldn‟t tolerate but
he wouldn‟t listen.
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WITNESS
No where at the weekend did BL
send RN or SS an apology. No
sign of remorse.

AL

CHAIR

Dealt with other instances other
than F Off email. No formal
complaints. Don‟t get hung up on
“formal”. How would you describe
21 Aug telephone conference call
re complaints made or not?
People had been telling RN a lot of
things but when he heard the
emotion in their voices I think he
realised the effect BL was having
in other employees.
Vol 8, 3006. BL put to you that
you haven‟t seen an exit interview
critical of him?
Yes.
Look at PAU then turn to 3008,
first para under box. How would
you describe……
You needn‟t ask that
question.
Bol 4 re bonus. Two memos at
1370, further J Dekker email at
1377. The first re views
expressed by JD. Do you agree
with them?
Yes. We had lots of discussions
and agreed that he‟d write this
email clearly in this case to say
approval has to be corporate –
MALUK.
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AL
Para 39 of your w/s. We know
that when you spoke to BL re the
signature he accepted that he‟d
made that. Did he say it was
meant to be BL‟s squiggle or on
the basis of suggesting it was
JBut‟s?

CHAIR

As I recall it signified JBut had
given his approval. That he‟d seen
and approved it.
In that regard, 1609, suggested
some confusion between JBut
and BL. In actual fact look at
three emails. What would you
say they‟re suggesting?
Engineering bonus.
That is not going to help.
Make your submission.
Still with the bonus – you refer to
your belief that BL indicated and
promised staff the bonus. Go
back to vol 8, 3008, PAU‟s exit
interview. Look at the final para.
Can you comment?
It confirms the impression that a lot
of us had.
Vol 5, 1721 – PU to BL. Look at
the opening sentence. What did
you take from that in terms of
what staff believed?
Amounts to disappointment.
Vol 4…..
What‟s the significance of the
penultimate para on 1721?
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WITNESS
Chief designer position had lost. If
he came, the top position would be
put in MIC programme. If not we
would have to hire and put in MIC.

AL

CHAIR

Is that fact?
Yes. BL wouldn‟t be authorised to
offer PU the MIC, it‟s not
automatic. If a GM wants to
include someone it has to be
applied for.
That‟s what I thought. So, if
it was promised he‟d have to
get authority or he couldn‟t
deliver.
I can give evidence.
Vol 4, 1389 – BL‟s email, second
para, now 1609, particularly BL
email, Apr 2232 to RN. BL was
suggesting his concern was a
breach of contract. What do you
recall of the substantive reasons
he gave you? What benefits
obtained if did or concerns if
didn‟t?
It was a constant chant, we‟re
losing engrs. Contractors are paid
more. There was turnover. We
can‟t afford to lose these people.
Clear debate in terms of it, did
you or anyone else ever think this
was anything to do with
whistleblowing?
Not at any time. It was one
manager putting his case forward.
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WITNESS

AL
Speaking for yourself, is there
anyway at all that his termination
was connected to supposed
whistle blowing?

CHAIR

I can honestly say that that Mon
morning there was no mention of
governance, whistle blowing. It
was BL out of control. He doesn‟t
listen. It always has to be his
solution; that‟s what I mean about
it always being about BL.
You were asked about manuscript
notes about unions. Was there
ever any kind of complaint lodged
against BL?
We‟ve got that evidence. It‟s
3.45pm. Time to close.
Back tomorrow at 10am.
Thursday 24 Jan 08 – 10.55am
Recall JB re telephone calls.
JB Re-sworn.
Vol 6, 2424 – slot in transcript at
242a. It was put to you in cross
exam that BL dictated 2424 onto
RN‟s answer phone. You didn‟t
recall. The only voicemail on the
answer phone relating to 18 Sep
meeting.
This was on RN‟s answer
machine. Are you going to
ask her the question whether
she heard this message?
Yes. You testified yesterday that
you hadn‟t heard any message.
Does this transcript reflect this?
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WITNESS
Yes. I recall the message was not
that detailed. RN had me listen to
most, not all, because it was
personal. There were some from
BL wishing best wishes and love to
his family.

AL

CHAIR

Good wishes after his
termination?
Yes.
There‟s three aspects of this
transcript. First para, do you
recall RN‟s sarcastic remark re
5/6 legal issues. In your
supplementary statement at para
7 you didn‟t hear such comment?
I made a conscious effort to walk
behind RN so I didn‟t listen.
RN said that BL originally raised
these three or four things on the
walk to the hotel. Re the question
non-execs involved – go to 2390,
first substantive block with italics
– any ref to non-exec directors?
BL asks if Murray Edwards aware
and Mr Dimma?
Non-execs?
I don‟t know.
The last third of that para re
question walking through corridor,
emails read. Go to BL‟s w/s –
para 6 & first sentence of para 7.
He asked whether RN had read
the emails. If that‟s what
happened could you hear?
No. I was at least 10 paces back.
Meeting occurred a the hotel?
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Yes, once we got there we were
seated.

AL

CHAIR

Finished with witness.
Has BL any questions?
Yes. Go to 2495, middle
para – amended notes etc.
Yes.
Go to 2516. Remember
you sent notes from Mon,
2517, only difference in the
two sets are RN Accepts,
can you show me where?
They‟re not in there.
Why is it in the transcript if
BL hadn‟t said it?
I think that in your voicemail to RN
re 5/6 actions we were then
sensitive that BL was trying to build
a case for legal action. We saw
the certificate that BL had signed
and if you go to my notes…
Yes, 2383.
As I recall, RN seemed to think
he‟d asked BL about the
certificates
But not my amendments?
No.
So my comments were not
entered at all?
The 5/6 comments didn‟t happen
at the hotel. Non-execs recorded
by Mr Murray & B Dimma. The
docs sent over happened at the
hotel.
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CHAIR
So in effect nothing said in
the hotel affected the handwritten notes?

Yes.
2424. Is it possible the
message was left with you?
It‟s possible but I don‟t recall. I
was very busy. When I went to IT
to get my messages retrieved
they‟d gone.
Telephone call on Fri 22nd?
I would have remembered
something as detailed and I don‟t
recall that.
Comments on the 5/6 illegal
actions, amendment, you
never heard the discussion
with RN
Yes. I never heard.
Sat down at the hotel?
That‟s RN‟s evidence.
Did your answer phone
contain the message where
BL dictated 2424?
I don‟t remember.
Did you send the revised
not to BL?
I thought that was
established.
Vol 7, 2520 relates back to
2424.
I‟ve lost a few words
because of the hole punch.
There‟s a better copy at 2532.
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These, as a matter of record,
refers to conversations with
Bill Dimma. 2424 is to RN.

I left Mr Dimma 17 folders,
covering letter and notes
from that airport meeting.
Is that the dossier?
I went with Mr Dekker to see the
sealed box left by BL but the box
wasn‟t opened until Nov 3rd.
Call Mr Butyniec.
Mr Jim Butyniec
Go to your w/s. Are you familiar
with it?
Yes.
Is it a true account?
Yes.
Re paras 16 & 17 of your w/s,
about the bonus issue and
conversation with SS/BL.
The problem was the young engrs
were all approved but when I was
asked for my signature and asked
if those were approved I said I
don‟t need to sign. When it was
presented to SS there was some
representation that I‟d signed off
when I‟d not.
Re properly authorised bonus?
The young engineers.
When asked to sign, you were
told what by SS?
BL had indicated I authorised the
signatures and I never did that. I
had no authority to do that.
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AL
1518, vol 4. When did you first
see this?

When SS brought the docs to me.
I don‟t know for sure. I indicated
that the signatures couldn‟t be
mine because I didn‟t initial them.
What was your view?
I was disappointed. I felt that my
signature had been misused. I
couldn‟t understand why, if he
wanted additional approved, why
not go through the proper process.
What was your relationship with
Mr Underwood?
I was in charge starting Sep 05.
Prior to that I was not directly
involved with UK.
Vol 6, 2140 – sorry, 2258/2259.
Phil obviously included you? Do
you remember?
Yes.
What was Phil‟s problem?
He was upset BL was getting
involved in operations and based
on the emails, I‟m not sure re
verbal contact. Some people were
getting upset. Phil was quite upset
BL had not discussed with him.
What was your view on BL?
I felt he was getting involved in
things he didn‟t need to.
SS testifies you specifically
warned SS that BL was gunning
for him?
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I was having a discussion with BL.
He was upset with SS but I didn‟t
know all the details. I told SS BL is
not very happy with you. You‟ve
got to get this right. We need to
behave.

AL

Haydn Martin – BL say to him that
you wanted Haydn sacked so
Haydn came to you to ask?
He did and I told him that was not
the case.
SS gave evidence re Mr Edwards.
MAC (???) not provided to
MALUK and he spoke to you?
Mr Edwards regularly reminded
everyone that they were
responsible for their own cash. He
was upset and indicated to UK not
to continue to send funds. I send
to SS that if UK gets in trouble and
needs funds Canada would send
them.
And did you?
Yes.
Para 7 of your w/s. Ops
manager in UK, what do
you mean? At what stage
was BL ever Ops Manager
in UK?
RN was in charge of UK when
Magellan bought Mayflower. BL
reported to him. RN was ill, in
appearance BL became the senior
person until Sep when I took over
ops.
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CHAIR
You thought he was senior?

There was no announcement, no
change.
So you thought BL was
senior?
It appeared that way.
Vol 3, 825. JB referred to
the meeting re planning
organisation, going forward.
Do you remember? Oct
04?
Yes.
Steve Tosi wished to retire.
You said you‟d pick up
North America?
Yes.
Referred to Org chart at
824.
Agreed.
Your w/s, para 6. Comment
re 2005. Was the
discussion/debate not
Feb/Mar?
Can‟t remember. I do know Board
meeting, whether Aug or May re
UK ops involved under me.
At the same time your view
is BL helped overall in N
America, correct?
Yes.
880a – precursor of what
we need to do.
OK.
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Suggestion was as seen.
My response was BL doing
UK & N America and you do
everything else.

WITNESS

AL

OK.
In your w/s you said “blow
to aspirations”, “waiting to
be CEO”. Why had you
formed that perception?
By fact as previously discussed.
Situation within ops. BL spent a lot
of time involved in those areas. I
felt little was being done re
strategy in UK. All strategic plans
throughout the org that were not
being done was UK. I felt that
maybe attention was not going
where it should. He had another
game plan.
What did you mean re your
comment about CEO?
The comment had been made by
others in UK. You‟d told them you
were going to be in charge.
What did I specifically say to
you?
I didn‟t say. It was your actions.
You wanted to be involved in all
ops. You spent time travelling to
plants instead of working on the
strategy.
Grandiose strategy?
When I went to UK there was
nothing on paper to say where the
company was going.
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Nothing from marketing. It was like
a ship in the ocean going nowhere.
I felt lots were not being done.

AL

CHAIR

Did responsibility for this lie
with PU/RN and others?
True and it was not being done.
Mr Martin correctly identified
in Nov 05 that an overhaul
was needed.
Many discussions with Mr Martin.
He was already working on this.
We never completed any plans to
be evaluated. It was frustrating, no
base plan.
What about the problems in
the Haley operation?
Too small. Not updated. Didn‟t
meet the requirements.
Problems in other plants?
To a lesser extent, yes. UK
couldn‟t get hands wrapped
around. Not focussed, not
organised.
Who was responsible?
Brian, Phil, Richard. Nothing on
paper. I‟d heard rumours about
some octopus plan. Buying
companies all over UK. Not
focussed.
You‟ve said there were a lot
of major problems
operationally but that was not
the Claimant‟s responsibility.
How did the strategy plan
impact?
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The strategy plan needs to be
done. Marketing. What the
customer wants and how to
provide that service. We always
felt Brian was senior. Phil always
responded to Brian‟s requests. I‟m
not saying it was right or wrong.

IT system implementation,
buying, sourcing – did BL
have responsibility to make
it happen?
Yes but for some reason it wasn‟t
working.
886 re CEO expectation –
following dinner
conversation at the end of
Mar.
I remember the discussion. You
asked if I wanted to work for you.
Was it said in jest?
I wasn‟t particularly enamoured. I
didn‟t think we were working
together for a common goal.
Look at Para 3 of 886 to
Rich
I see it but I don‟t remember being
told it
Explicit you were anxious.
BL was trying to move the
process forward?
Without RN there I was concerned.
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This email doesn‟t specify
what your saying re
restructuring. Part of the
reason ME/RN wanted me
to work in Canada to help.
BL supported you?

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR

Your question is somewhat
confused. Would JBut agree
rather suggests the Claimant
welcomes your appointment
to be Head?
On face value, yes.
You didn‟t see the email?
Look at the top of the email.
It was forwarded to him.
Do you accept you saw it?
I‟d be incorrect if I say I saw it.
I‟m going to take a note of
that. Taken at face value
this email is supportive of
you but you can‟t remember
seeing it. BL what is being
suggested is that despite
what is written this was not
your agenda. You need to
explore how he perceived
things contrary to this.
Restaurant conversation.
This email is a result of the
conversation.
Do you accept that?
Could well be,
This was the whole
corporation not just UK.
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What other doc, if any, is
available to suggest that BL
was doing everything to
move you into that position?

WITNESS
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CHAIR

I don‟t have any. Actions and
dialogue. It‟s not conclusive but it
did present in my mind that this
was not the case and a number of
people in UK also kept telling me.
It was presumptuous that either of
us would be in the position.
In your personal dealings
with BL was he doing
anything to make you think
that he was not trying to
work together?
It was a controlling aspect that BL
had; it was like an orchestration.
I‟d go to a meeting and he‟d tell me
and the customers what to say.
Customer meetings – good
guy/bad guy. Is it normal to
prepare for these meetings?
No. It‟s normal to discuss the
issues. I find being told what to be
done offensive.
But is it not good planning?
We were pawns being played.
Did you feel like that?
Yes.
922 – official
announcement. We took up
our roles in Jun 05, not Sep
as you said in your w/s. BL
in Canada 60/80 days?
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I don‟t know if he was there but I
know that was the intent.

AL

Did BL/JBut get together for
a number of meetings to
improve planning?
We did. You controlled them but
we had them.
What do you mean by
controlled?
Controlled as to Brian‟s agenda not
the group‟s.
Did you ever add to the
agenda?
If I was forceful enough and it was
important. It would be a problem
but I‟d get there. My perception is
you controlled them.
How often did BL keep in
touch with you?
By email, too often as I had trouble
understanding what he was on
about. As time went on and on I
read less.
How often did you ring him?
When there were issues re UK we
did have a number of discussions.
Operational performance in
UK not performing, PU &
RN presented Budget for
2004 in Dec 04 for year
2005?
Yes.
Roughly £1.4m off Budget.
Those losses in 05 were
almost entirely
manufacturing?
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True.
Your first visit was not until
end Aug despite those
problems?
Yes.
Your concern was that the
operational strategy was not
being addressed?
Yes.
1025/1028. BL was not in
during the course of the
week you were in UK?
I don‟t remember.
You did review engr part?
Yes.
Given BL‟s responsibility did
he mind?
I didn‟t hear any objections.
There weren‟t any.
1042.
1025 attached to 1042?
Yes.
Does this jog your memory?
I remember but it doesn‟t mean I
got it.
Re-read 1025.
I was referring in my comments to
something more specific.
Did these actions emanate
from you?
Probably not.
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But this is SS‟s view on
what he felt was the
strategy. It was key on the
engr side. Are you not
familiar with A380?

WITNESS

AL

CHAIR

Yes.
Did you get a document to
help you?
Yes. A pay doc.
Overhead recovery?
I don‟t remember.
1026. Implementation plan
important?
Trouble coming up with a pay
structure.
Cost and financial reports
because there wasn‟t
enough……
This is a technical
discussion. My perception
is although you don‟t
recognise the document,
one or two items you are
familiar with as requiring
attention.
Yes.
If they emanated from that
visit? This is a matter of
recollection. It‟s not
suggested of Mr Smith that
they‟re not his. Are you
putting to the witness that
they are indeed Action
Plans?
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pushing the things he listed
in his evidence.
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I was on a fishing trip to identify the
important issues. The processes
were not robust so I implemented a
sub-contract plan.
You‟re saying the first few
visits you didn‟t come up
with all the matter you say
needed addressing?
Yes.
Vol 4, 1137. Bottom email
from JBut to BL.
Yes.
Turn over to 1138, second
para – comments “pissed to
say the least”.
Yes I remember that.
The issue was the company
was in serious trouble. That
was addressed to BL and
cc‟d to Phil and Haydn.
Why?
Getting more work.
Why was it addressed to BL
primarily?
I was referring to the issue that we
really needed to deal with
customer issues. It was important
that Brian was involved with the
customers.
Are you suggesting it was
unfair that JBut directed the
email at you?
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My case is why direct it to
me and cc to others. It‟s
much about perception.
1137, halfway down. The
point is BL was trying to say
it was a capacity issue
where I was not involved.
You‟re right about new
business but this looked to
Phil and Haydn like we
were having difficulties. We
spoke about this email
before.
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AL

Are you suggesting that I shouldn‟t
have sent it to you?
I wasn‟t involved at all.
You specifically discussed these
with me.
Why HM and PU involved?
He gave some direction. It was
accepted as a good move.
First I heard email etc…I
knew nothing about it.
Concerns how we were
seen as working together?
I hear but what they were telling
me was totally different to what is
being said today.
What provoked that “pissed”
email?
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It got to the point where evaluation
was so far off. Nothing had
changed substantially. Whether
the Planning process was wrong…I
know there were problems with the
execution, looking foolish to
customers.

1135, Vandersteen‟s first
complaint.
It fits. People were not talking
about a crisis.
Yes. What provoked that
email was that I realised the
problem was bigger.
This plan was not done by one
person. A group put the plan
together but they didn‟t deliver.
Had I been told earlier corrective
action could have been taken?
Didn‟t want to raise
concern?
Some yes but probably not
understanding.
Did Haydn, Mr Martin or PU
tell us of the problems?
I can‟t remember.
This job too big for one
person? Did Mr Martin offer
to move out of general
management?
Yes. As an emergency measure.
Was Mr Martin involved
significantly to improve op
performance?
Yes.
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What was Mr Vandersteen
like as a person?

WITNESS

AL

He was well schooled but he didn‟t
understand the plant ops that well.
He was not a very forgiving
individual.
Was he volatile?
He could be.
Was communication very
important to him?
That assessment could be true but
I found him to stay away when
there was no issue. He never
came to our plant once during
recovery.
Was he always in your
face?
I just said he never came to our
plant once!
Did you know Andy
Greasley was Mr
Vandersteen‟s boss?
Yes.
Is there any possibility that
BL worked with Airbus
senior management to have
Steve confined to the north?
I wouldn‟t know.
1206d. In Oct/Nov 05 over
£1m off sales target
therefore cash target as a
result of these problems?
Yes I can see that.
1386/1387. Do you
remember seeing this
schedule?
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No.
At the end of the year these
two periods we were off UK
Budget Plan by Canadian
$2m. Go to Vol 1, 190.
Three month end of quarter
was a $4m loss. You‟d
accepted the loss in UK
was broadly half that. The
position deteriorated in the
last three months?
Yes.
The loss in that quarter was
half the loss for that year?
In Dec‟s Board meeting of
that year SS & PU created
the Budget. Ultimately you
presented that Budget for
2005. Budgeted plan for
UK was 2.8-3m profit for
2006?
Do you know that?
Yes. It was a major improvement.
Performance?
Year based on plan as far as I
recollect.
In the first half, Jun 06,
there was a significant
transformation going on in
UK. £2m+ of additional
funding to support
Bournemouth.
Definitely. We were spending
money like blind bandits.
So we had a major variance
on the Budget.
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In effect you were spending
a lot of money in the first
six months to get to where
you wanted to be?

Yes.
SS responsible?
Yes and Mr Dekker.
For SS to do that he‟d have
to interface with PU and
others?
Yes.
On 6 Jan at UK Board
Meeting there were no
further cash requests?
I‟m not privy to the Board
Meetings.
Finish for lunch at 1pm.
Back for 2pm.
Resume at 2.05pm
Performance recovery, first
half of 2006. Step back to
1135/1136. Do you
remember the conversation
with Phil on 24th?
Which part?
At the top.
Yes but I‟m not familiar with the
bottom.
My understanding is you
said to Phil that he‟d better
get Brian involved.
I don‟t remember,
The result was on 12 Dec –
meeting with Airbus.
I don‟t remember!
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they made a presentation to
us?
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I don‟t remember.
It was a pretty rough
session.
I don‟t remember.
There was three other
commercial things
happening?
Yes.
Relevance?
Customers handling.
What is your issue going to
be? The allegation is you
were keen to not involve
him. Concentrate on that is
the advice I‟d give.
It‟s not relevant to the
protected disclosure but it
shows a need for him to be
involved. His comment in
the email was don‟t bring
any more business.
OK. Put that question to
the witness.
HDH Ribs business important would you agree?
I don‟t know.
Is it fair to say most
successful today re metallic
HDH ribs work?
I can‟t say one way or the other.
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Magellan UK is the best
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CHAIR

It will become more competitive
I don‟t understand the
relevance. Unless you can
persuade me in anyway
this is relevant I‟m not
going to keep a note. Move
on.
Airbus cash terms help
Nov/Dec 2005?
Not sure.
Save time – re-pricing
within portfolio?
When we first bough Moores we
knew. This is work when we
bough Moores incorrect pricing
was going to be uplifted.
So it was valid work by
MALUK?
Yes.
Pricing management critical
to deal with cash flow?
I don‟t understand. Are you saying
you made it happen?
Had to stop trying….
I don‟t understand the question or
where it‟s going.
1257. Did you see it at all?
I can‟t remember.
1256. Did you see any part
of it all? PU forwarded it to
you?
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It doesn‟t appear to me.

I don‟t know.
1407 – 13 Feb. 6-8 weeks
after Airbus‟ complaint. Do
you remember this email
from RN to Mr McIntyre?
What‟s the question?
In JBut‟s evidence, head up
ass late 2005?
Yes, early 2006.
Could it be that the
conversation was 16 Feb
06?
I don‟t know. It was prior to me
making commitment to going over.
1407, last para. This wasn‟t
committing to you coming
on board as often as Airbus
wanted.
I don‟t understand. I think I was
spending 2-3 weeks a month.
When?
Jan-Jun.
1430 specifically relates to
a telephone conversation
that morning. Jim is
definitely coming over. So
on 16 Feb you didn‟t know
when you were coming?
Then I have to question this email.
How?
The decision was made before 16
Feb.
1434, lower email. First
phone call. ME & Mr
Micklewright had.
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CHAIR
Where are you going with
this?

ME took me apart that the
Canadians were at fault re
problems with Airbus.
Put this to him. Was the
Canadian side at fault and
the Claimant getting flack?
There was maybe one difficult
phone call. What Brian is saying
here today is in total conflict
1433 – Please work hard to
make it work.
I have a real problem with the
dates.
I‟m not sure you can
comment on that. Move
on.
1396 – conversation re
pricing. Do you remember,
with Mark McIntyre?
I don‟t personally remember having
that discussion but I do remember
the context.
You were asked to go see
Mr Fleet?
Yes. I think BL set it up so that I
got my ass chewed up.
That was not the case.
I took what was said and in six
months it was done.
Where were we in Apr?
I don‟t know. I stopped going over.
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Negotiations of pricing. BL
responsible re pricing for
UK and Corp doing what
was necessary for the
corporation?
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He was involved yes.
Primarily?
Plant to prove data.
BL pulled it all together.
I think the guys in division did most
of it. Let‟s not go there. You‟re
just being ridiculous. In fact I
remember having to push you.
April that your response
went to him?
Yes about then.
He said that the division did
most of the work and that
you were involved.
Vol 5, 1627 – at the start of
trying to address the pricing
issue?
I don‟t understand the question.
The question is do you know
what was agreed between
PU and the Claimant? If you
don‟t know then this email
doesn‟t help us.
I‟d be surmising.
1688 – draft letter to give to
Mr Vandersteen. Do you
remember?
Explain the question.
Then suggest the relevance.
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BL was recording his
anxiety re the deteriorating
situation with Airbus?
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Maybe.
1690.
Ask questions. Don‟t just
look at the document.
We were moving to
completion. Do you
remember price increase
requirements? Against our
expectations?
You‟ve jumped around that much I
can‟t remember.
Does £1.1m mean anything
to you?
I don‟t know.
Airbus was saying all we
prepared to pay for
products.
Again and again we are being
asked to look at emails. He‟s not
giving evidence.
There‟s no glimmer, I don‟t
understand why we‟re
wasting time on all facts.
Unless you can explain why
Airbus pricing - please stop
action these questions.
1807 – you were in UK at
this time. Do you
remember the email, being
with Phil at the time of
receipt?
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I can remember some specific
stuff. I can‟t remember everything
and I did delegate.
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Do you remember the
golfing outing with Airbus
for charity?
Oh yes.
Email came before this.
Were you aware?
I remember the discussion with
Vandersteen but I don‟t remember
the email.
Immediately before the
email BL had discussion re
the pricing. BL wrote a
formal letter. 1803?
Why are you asking that
question?
Because there were
relevant difficulties
Then put it to the witness –
any difficulties with
Vandersteen because of his
personality?
I‟m not aware of anything. Yes it
was difficult but nothing was
brought to my attention that this
wasn‟t going to happen.
Complaint from
Vandersteen?
He can‟t answer that. He‟s
here to answer questions.
Did BL find it necessary to
got past Mr Vandersteen?
I can‟t remember.
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financial approval – correct?
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Maybe.
1947. Summary of the
position. Offer at best from
Vandersteen was going to e
about £1m. Do you
recollect?
Specifics I don‟t remember.
Do you remember Mr
Vandersteen being peeved?
I don‟t know.
Original Airbus draft?
Don‟t remember.
1933a & 1942-1945 is the
attachment.
Why are we looking at
these?
Because it shows what
happens in the next week.
BL is trying to go through the
history of his work to show he‟s
right.
BL it does seem as though
you are asking this witness
questions he can‟t answer
given his status. You‟re not
helping us or yourself at this
moment.
10 Aug – Airbus pricing
complete?
Can‟t remember.
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BL returned to UK on 15
Aug. Conversation had with
Vandersteen on evening of
15th. Do you remember me
saying it was important to
ring Steve?
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I‟m not saying it didn‟t happen. I‟m
saying I don‟t remember.
Do you remember receiving
email 2029, to ring?
What do you want me to say? I‟ve
told you I don‟t remember.
Do you remember me
reminding you?
No I don‟t remember that.
2074, 2075 & 2076.
I did see.
Orchestrating complaints?
Apparently that is what the
customer told us, not specifically to
me.
2784 – PU email.
Do you mean Airbus or
Vandersteen?
Someone told Phil it was
orchestrated by BL.
Specifically. PU – see
2784. Note saying BL‟s
letter, which no one is able
to disclose and that this
letter is solely created by Mr
Vandersteen.
So why did you give him the letter?
No one is suggesting I did.
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BL that letter suggest that
you‟d written the letter on
behalf of Airbus re the
complaint then thrown it
away. Mr Vandersteen rewrote it.

Did PU‟s report to you lead
to that conclusion?
You‟d given them a letter and that‟s
why I‟m pissed off. This is a thread
through everything.
2083, vol 6. Do you
remember receiving the top
email?
I think Rich and I had some
conversation about this?
You see I was going to draft
a response?
I think you did and I think Rich
changed it.
2088. Do you remember
whether BL responded or
not?
I‟m not sure.
Do you remember RN
speaking about it?
Maybe. I don‟t remember.
This is a response to Mr
Vandersteen‟s letter?
Yes.
2149. Do you remember
whether you made changes
or were involved?
Does it matter?
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By Fri Mr Vandersteen‟s
going mad.
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CHAIR
It‟s accepted you had a hand
in the draft response so
move on.

2202. Mr Neill responds at
a meeting that you‟re not
present.
I don‟t know where this is going.
2203 – 2205. Adjustments.
You don‟t need to ask. We
already know you were
involved.
On 15th, Mr Vandersteen
received emails – 2286 –
building up to a powder keg.
What? I don‟t get it.
Mr Vandersteen – Jim‟s not
rung re follow-up.
I see it.
2291/2292. PU‟s notes of
the meeting with Mr
Vandersteen where he says
tell him what to do. Had no
response. Part of what was
going on is Mr Vandersteen
has not had any contact
with JB – He was hacked
off.
The point is, the Respondent
is claiming that you gave the
letter of complaint. Their
point of concern. They‟re
relying on evidence in this
case.
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Electronic version.
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We must presume it is
somewhere. The
Respondents don‟t have it so
we have to infer. Part of Mr
Vandersteen‟s problem is
there is no communication
and he‟s dissatisfied. The
Respondents are unhappy
that you provided Mr
Vandersteen with some form
of letter to send to your
employer. Whether you did
or not is another matter.
Original remark in final letter
drafted by BL – Draft
planning to send.
What is in that that will help?
It‟s been amended.
It doesn‟t meet the criticism
that you dispute?
No.
Then it‟s not relevant.
2247.
There‟s no need.
Did JBut see the letters?
You needn‟t answer that.
This is going to be difficult. I
think we need to take a
break so that BL can reflect
on his questions to Mr JBut.
You need to try to focus on
how to further your claim.
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I understand the difficulties
you have in representing
yourself. Try and focus.
You can give evidence to
say what you did to help the
organisation but focus on
how to disprove the
Respondent‟s claims. Break
at 3.05pm to 3.15pm.

Resume at 3.15pm
2140. Why did you ask Phil
to fax this to you?
What am I missing?
You requested the
attached. Why?
What is the attached?
2141.
Look at 2141. This suggests
you had a conversation with
PU.
Oh yes. Phil discussed it with me.
This was another example of
someone saying Brian etc…
What were you proposing to
do with this doc? Discuss
with BL?
No. This was just another example
of hearsay.
So there was no issue to be
made?
That is not a question.
Was there any intention to
discuss it with me?
It‟s hard to discuss things with you.
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It‟s a mood thing. If I do then I‟m
not aware.
What mood does it
indicate?
Sometime‟s it‟s fat fingers.
Sometimes, once in a while, to try
to make a point.
Vol 5, 1707. Do you
remember receiving this?
Probably. Likely to be upset.
Why?
Everything negotiated at 70k level
then this came along.
1711. Do you remember
this?
Oh yeah, case closed. You won.
Your reaction to the email
for £83k was why are we
still doing this.
(Thumps desk and shouts) You
wouldn‟t go away. Your
persistence paid off. (points
finger at BL).
1716 – discussion re pays
off.
Jo-Ann got desperate.
Was it not BL saying it was
not the correct total?
I can‟t comment.
1717 – ME‟s note on Mon?
Oh yeah.
Hacked off?
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Yeah.
Are you aware that JB sent
some emails?
Maybe. To what extent and what
was in them I‟m not sure.
What was said in the
conversation at staff
meeting on Tue?
Can‟t recollect.
Was it a short
conversation?
Yeah. Murray said that‟s enough.
Get on with it.
£70k cash in current year?
It didn‟t matter to me anymore. I
wasn‟t paying attention.
Because of BL consistently
trying to make
improvements?
All the engrs were going to run
away. I was fed up of hearing it.
They do when you promise them
things and can‟t deliver.
Junior engrs conversation –
you refer to it in Bristol.
Before I suggest in Bristol?
It could‟ve been. I don‟t remember
what was discussed.
Forms?
Are you talking about the junior
engrs or the additional inserts?
These were approved I didn‟t need
to sign them.
Did you see the forms?
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I didn‟t look at them. You told me
they were junior engrs and I trusted
you. Then when they came back
with additional people on
them…the whole point was you
presented something to me that
wasn‟t kosher.
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CHAIR

Do you think BL could‟ve
made a mistake?
If that was so the hand scratch
wouldn‟t appear on it.
But you never initialled
anything. You always
signed in full.
You‟ve exhausted this point.
He trusted you but you put
through more than the junior
engineers for a bonus.
Did you use the term to SS
re sabre rattling?
Murray had persistence telling
everyone that cash would be cut
off if not performing. If they really
needed cash it would have come
and it did.
You heard Murray say “no
more money”?
Murray was a very emotional guy.
Certain things he says can be
misunderstood.
Do you remember how long
it was after the staff
meeting?
No.
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Could‟ve been.
Are you familiar with the
shadow director concept?
I don‟t understand the term.
How long had BL and Jim
Robinson known each
other?
I‟ve no idea.
Vol 6, 2258. Do you
remember receiving it?
Yes.
14 Sep – at 13:14hrs, half
way down. Reading this did
it ever occur to you that
there was any other reason
BL was gathering this data?
Probably not. He should‟ve been
going through PU.
Were you doing it to relieve
pressure on PU?
Partly.
2601 – comment re Sep.
What results are being
referred to?
Was this after your
termination?
Yes.
Then why do you want to
know that?
Potential problems.
Was the request for funds
agreed?
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Yeah.
Vol 2, 423 – not normal to
have supplier payment
policy?
Ask John.
Have you seen this before?
No.
It‟s signed by Mr Dekker.
Vol 3, 1045 – Do you
remember any discussion
about trade creditor to result
in Phil writing this?
There‟s been conversations. I had
SS and Mr Dekker keep me
abreast. Outside of that I wouldn‟t
get involved.

Have you seen it before?

So you don‟t know when this
was produced?
No.
Vol 3, 855 – top para, 1.5.
Do you recognise the
Agreement?
I know of an Agreement.
Airbus contract?
That‟s my understanding.
Vol 7, 2892 – Inventory
section engineering costs.
About C$100m in
engineering/learning costs?
Talk to John.
A340 programme is about
US $34-40m. It‟s a
significant amount.
It is.
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Why are you asking the
witness to look at something
that is not in dispute?

Vol 5, 1830 – Qtr 2.2006
EAC- A340 programme.
Gross loss of around $5m.
I can‟t talk intelligently about this
document.
But you review each qtr with
the finance people?
Are the spares in here?
Changes to improve results
by Qtr 4.2006?
There is arbitration going on.
Pricing escalating?
I‟m not sure if all put in. There was
definitely some escalations.
One of the things different is
about the marketing
forecasts as well as Airbus
What marketing forecasts
were used?
I don‟t know.
Airbus internal plan – rate
about 10 per year?
That makes sense.
You referred to spares
earlier. At what stage did
they become involved?
I don‟t know but for the total life of
the aircraft about…
You are asking the witness
in some detail he simply
cannot remember.
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Mr Dekker can answer!
Aircelle A340 Contract to
2012?
Vandersteen‟s comments
on“A340 –Trashed” -on 15
Sep didn‟t relate to you?

We have a lot of contracts that die
at 2010/2012.

No.
Are you certifying the
accounts?
I‟m trusting the people that work for
my organisation, yes.
The lunch where BL said how‟d
you feel working for him – do you
remember?
Yes, it was actually dinner.
Where you upset?
It wasn‟t an acceptable situation for
me.
Did you say anything?
I said I wouldn‟t work for him.
Was it a joke?
I‟ve had a lot of discussions with
BL. I‟m never sure if he‟s serious
or not. I took it for what it was
worth.
Vol 3, 886. Do you remember
the question by BL about that?
No.
I do. There were questions
asked about it. See para 3.
What BL says is that the doc
supported you.
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He asserts that it does at
face value. Do you
remember now? You were
asked today. BL suggested
that at face value it would
read he was supportive of
you.

Yes.
Is there any reason it might not
be right to take it at face value?
I don‟t think that is
appropriate and this witness
has already given a lot of
evidence about this.
Strategy – lack of in UK – what
kind of detail were you hoping for
and what did you find?
The team was not working
together. They were not trusting
each other. They were not
focused. There was a lot of
animosity and baby sitting and
other agendas. There was too
much finger pointing. It was
despicable.

(Male wing) You mentioned
about not being focused.
Was that the culture or
everyone?
Culture but not with all. Mainly
senior staff. They needed
leadership.
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(Male wing) Endemic at the
top?

Others had their own agendas.
(Chair) Was the Claimant
one of them?
Yes.
In terms of not being
focused, this included PU?
Yes.
What was your perception at
the time?
I had suspicion but it took time.
Closed at 4.15pm
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